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THE UNIVERSITY OF SAN FRANCISCO
Dissertation Abstract
Decolonizing Education: Using Mother Tongues and English Side by Side in Nigeria
Nigerians lack access to effective mother tongue education (MTE) at all levels of
their schooling. It is well established that cognitive and educational benefits are achieved
if one’s mother tongue (MT) is used as the medium of education. This study aimed to
determine how adult Nigerians around the world who had been deprived of using their
mother tongues (MTs) in their education reflect on their past experiences with negative
messages or colonial language ideologies received in school. Also, it explored how these
past experiences have shaped their positive MT identities, their MT experiences, and their
perspectives on MTE. In this context, MTE is defined as using MT and English side by
side as mediums of instruction at all levels of the Nigerian education system.
An online survey was posted to adult Nigerians on WhatsApp social media. This
survey was designed to examine the extent to which colonial language ideologies
impacted a positive MT identity, MT experience, and perspectives on MTE. In addition,
the survey measured the extent to which respondents believed students should be
educated in both English and their MTs. The purpose of the survey was to test the
relationships between the variables involved.
These Nigerians (194) met the criteria of having had their elementary and/or their
secondary education in Nigeria. Respondents were asked to respond to 22 survey
questions (18 quantitative closed multiple choice and four qualitative open-ended). Fully
completed responses (139) were analyzed using summary statistics (mean, standard
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deviation, histogram, and bar graph), regression analysis, Chi-Square statistic tests,
boxplots, and correlation coefficient matrix.
The results showed significant differences and variability in the distributions and
relationships among the variables of interest. That is, respondents received varying levels
of colonial language ideologies: some low, some high, but the majority in the middle
ranges. Surprisingly, most respondents had higher positive MT identity and MT
experience than was expected, but they reported different perspectives about the levels of
education students should use MT and English as mediums of instruction in Nigerian
schools.
These results suggest that Nigerians overwhelmingly support MTE, and more
awareness of colonial language ideologies or language oppression is needed by some
Nigerians to help them see the importance of their MTs alongside English at all levels of
their education system. On this basis, the implementation of egalitarian multilingualism
should be considered in the Nigerian educational context. Egalitarian multilingualism
allows for the coexistence of English and all the indigenous languages of Nigeria to be
used as mediums of instruction.
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CHAPTER I
THE RESEARCH PROBLEM
Introduction
For Humanity
Divide and conquer
We fight each other
Unite to overcome
We love each other
Develop into multilinguals
We understand each other
Peaceful and blissful
Our world becomes
Harmonious and compassionate
Our future generations
- Omobola Wusu (2020)
I wrote the above poem to summarize my thoughts on decolonization. First and
foremost, decolonization is a process that affects everyone. We need the help of everyone
in decolonizing projects since they concern all humanity. We all need to come to our
right minds and do the right thing for our world and humanity. If we are to realize our full
potential as human beings and as conscious citizens of the world, we need to “remake our
world in more holistic and farsighted ways. … If we link our intelligence to our hearts,
the doors are wide open to a brighter future, to a more unified planet” (Turok, 2012, pp.
256-257).
Colonialism is the exploitation of human and non-human worlds to build wealth
and privilege for colonizers (Mignolo, 2003). That is, the European colonizers dominate
peoples and regions around the world with European thought and classify peoples and
regions as underdeveloped economically and mentally (Zembylas, 2017). However,
decolonization involves the questioning of how European thought, knowledge, and power
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structures dominate present societies, and how that thought, knowledge, and power have
constantly undermined the lives of colonized people and heightened or enforced their
exploitation (Brayboy, 2006). Decolonization is about undoing everything colonized. In
fact, decolonizing projects are changing European dominant epistemology into
diversified epistemologies (Mignolo, 2003). In other words, decolonizing projects are
opening knowledge production toward epistemic diversity.
Indeed, there is diversity in decolonization. Decolonization undoes everything
oppressive; it empowers movements in equal rights, human rights, gender rights,
indigenous rights, linguistic rights, education rights, housing rights, equity in education,
Black Lives Matter, and so on. We should recognize this diversity and come together in
unity to undo colonization. However, if we think of decolonization “as a distinct project
from other civil and human rights-based social justice projects” (Tuck & Yang, 2012, p.
2), we are wrong! Besides, Tuck and Yang (2012) assert that “Until stolen land is
relinquished, critical consciousness does not translate into action that disrupts settler
colonialism” (p. 9). In other words, Tuck and Yang (2012) disagree with George Clinton
and Funkadelic (1970) and En Vogue (1992) in their song, “Free Your Mind… and Your
Ass [the rest] Will Follow” (Tuck & Yang, 2012, p. 19). To clarify, the Funkadelic was
an American funk rock band headed by George Clinton formed in 1956 in Plainfield,
New Jersey and En Vogue is an American rhythm and blues (R&B), pop vocal group
formed in 1989 in Oakland, California. Certainly, Tuck and Yang (2012) believe that
land recovery comes before the freedom of the minds.
Of course, decolonization is foremost about freeing our minds. “The minds of
indigenous people have also been colonized” (Maxwell, 2013, p. 36). Some colonized
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people desperately want their children to speak only the languages of their colonizers
because they think that it is the best way to attain political and economic mobility. In fact,
some of these colonized people desperately seek to assimilate into their colonists’
cultures and create distance from their own indigenous cultures (Maxwell, 2013).
Therefore, the colonized mind is the greatest manifestation of colonization and urgently
needs to be freed. Decolonization is not just about returning the land. Actually, no one
owns the land—not the first inhabitants and, not the settlers.
To explain, the indigenous peoples around the world point out that, “Humankind
is part of Mother Nature; we have created nothing and so we can in no way claim to be
owners of what does not belong to us. But time and again, western legal property regimes
have been imposed on us, contradicting our own cosmologies and values” (Indigenous
Peoples’ Organizations, 1999, July 25). Indeed, we cannot own nature; we are its
extension. We came from the land, and we will go back to the land. The land is our
mother. We should all have equal access to the land. We should protect and take care of
her. “Nature is not for sale” (Friends of the Earth Europe, 2014, June). We should not sell
or buy the land. It is against nature. The land owns us!
I believe that we humans are all caretakers of the land, the earth; we should all
have equal access to any land on the planet, but not to own the land. Colonizing land and
people is wrong! We should not make land our private property. This act of owing the
land by anyone or nation or state is wrong and is against nature. We should not be buying
or selling lands! We should not drive away the first inhabitants of the lands or take away
resources from the lands without sharing these resources equally with the inhabitants of
the land. However, it is important to realize that the colonized people have so internalized
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colonialism that they too crave to own the land themselves. Therefore, the minds of the
colonized people need to be freed.
When we argue over what should be included in decolonization projects, we are
defeating the purpose of decolonization. We are dividing and letting colonization win!
Colonization is about dominance and rejecting one another. Decolonization is about
sharing and acknowledging one another. “There is much to be gained, both politically
and intellectually, from moving away from a competition over how decolonizing and
social justice projects – which are not always commensurable – are nevertheless coimplicated” (Zembylas, 2017, p. 488) should be separated. Therefore, I firmly believe
that there should not be competition in decolonization projects; they are all connected.
We all have the capabilities to contribute to decolonizing projects.
For a unified planet, one of the decolonizing projects is the decolonization of our
education system. Our education system needs to accommodate everyone on the planet
because everyone needs to contribute to the progression of a harmonious and a
compassionate world. Our education system needs to reflect our multilingual and
multicultural world. Every language is beautiful and should be used as a medium of
educational instruction by its speakers and by others. It is through education that we can
achieve a compassionate world. Therefore, this research study focused on decolonizing
our education system by exploring mother tongue education (MTE) as an agent of
decolonizing education in a colonized world, most especially, in Nigeria, my country of
birth.
Nigeria has made some effort to include MTE in her policy on education for the
first three years of schooling but lacks effective implementation. One important
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consequence of this lack of effective implementation is that Nigerian students continue to
be taught only in English and are denied access to MTE. As matter of fact, I am a
testament to this English-only policy. I speak my mother tongue (MT) more fluently than
I speak in English, but I can only write academically in English, not in my MT. Erasure
of one’s MT is a crime against humanity and a human rights violation. Every child has
the right to be educated in his or her MT and be given the opportunity to learn other
languages as a citizen of our multilingual world.
Statement of the Problem
The problem was due to colonial language ideologies: Nigerian mother tongues
(MTs) and heritage languages were devalued and had lower status than English.
Therefore, Nigerians learn in English at school and speak their MTs or heritage languages
at home, which has created a disconnect between who they are and what they learn and
how they can know things. This disconnect has a negative impact on their creativity and
intellectual productivity. They cannot really function in their wholeness. This lack of
access to MTE at all levels of schooling is one of the reasons that Nigeria “has so far
been woefully under-represented in the history of [science], like other disadvantaged
regions” (Turok, 2012, p. 157), whereas Nigeria may have been “the source of incredible
talent. Science benefits greatly from diversity of cultures, each bringing a new stimulus
of energy and ideas” (Turok, 2012, p. 157). So, while Nigerians are creative in their MTs,
they learn robotically in English. The result is a lot of confusion, and it is a form of
suppression of the intellect, intellectual productivity, and loss of identity.
Background and Need for the Study
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Decolonizing our education system in Nigeria has not been an easy task. The
issues of linguistic human rights and the need to use the MTE as an agent of decolonizing
education systems is essential in research and in human rights conversations. The
medium of educational instruction has always been a matter of concern to scholars,
educational planners, and educators (Udoh, 2016), yet the fact that Nigeria is a multiethnic and multilingual country made it challenging for the Nigerian government to
choose one of the Nigerian languages as a medium of educational instruction. As a result,
Nigeria chose to maintain English, her colonial language, as the medium of educational
instruction (Bamgbose, 1991). However, it is important for Nigeria to note that no nation
with a history of colonization has had a breakthrough by substituting the use of its own
language for a foreign language (Ansre, 1976).
Already, several studies have been conducted about the effectiveness of MTE in
Nigeria and in the rest of colonized world (Bamgbose, 1984; Yates, 1995; Improving
Educational Quality Project (IEQ), 2000; Shin et al., 2015). These studies have generally
shown that cognitive and educational benefits are achieved if one’s MT is used as the
medium of education (Bamgbose, 1984; Yates, 1995; Improving Educational Quality
Project (IEQ), 2000; Shin et al., 2015). Accordingly, the creation and modifications of
MTE in Nigeria have incorporated MT alongside English as the medium of education
from pre-primary to the first three years of primary (Agbedo et al., 2012; Emenanjo,
2016; Enaikele, 2014; Ibrahim & Gwandu, 2016; Ihemere, 2009). However, effective
maintenance and implementation of the MTE policy is lacking because of many factors
highlighted in the literature review in Chapter Two. In fact, the effective maintenance and
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implementation of MT alongside English in all the education levels in Nigeria need to be
achieved.
In addition, studies have shown that the MTE is an instrument of decolonization
and a catalyst for sustainable national development and human capital development
(Ansre, 1976; Bamgbose, 1991; Prah, 2000). Also, MTE encourages the teaching and
learning process in the child’s first language. As a result, the primacy of MTE and its
indispensability in early childhood education has inspired several national and
international legislations, declarations, conventions, and resolutions aimed at promoting
MTE as one practical step at upholding and protecting children’s linguistic rights
(Agbedo et al., 2012). Moreover, Fafunwa et al. (1989) confirm that those who are
educated in MTE system are more resourceful and demonstrate higher manipulative
abilities than those who are not (Fafunwa et al., 1989). Research has shown that
educating children in their MT enhances their learning of other languages, improves their
critical content engagement, and fosters their sense of belonging (Agbedo et al., 2012;
Shin et al., 2015).
Therefore, Nigeria needs to deploy her human resources fully (Ansre, 1976) by
implementing all her unique languages in her education system as a means of
decolonizing her education system, promoting social interaction, fostering national
cohesion, and preserving culture (Udoh, 2016). Consequently, Nigeria faces a dire need
for an effective MTE policy, maintenance, and implementation; and adult Nigerians who
understand the benefits and importance of MTE need to make their voices heard about
the advantages of effective MTE and about what they have lost by not being educated in
their MT but in English.
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To decolonize the Nigerian education system, her current MTE policy must be
revised to accommodate all Nigerian languages. That is, MT should be included side by
side with English as the languages of instruction in all levels of education. To accomplish
this, Ihemere (2009) suggests that the Nigerian government should adequately fund
language committees for the reassessment and the implementation of the MTE. These
language committees should be comprised of language researchers, policy makers, and
educators.
Therefore, to galvanize these language researchers, policy makers, educators, and
government into action, more research is needed to better understand how much
Nigerians remain mental prisoners of colonialization (Roy-Campbell, 2019), how they
have internalized harmful colonial language ideologies and oppressive messages about
their MTs and identities, and how these negative messages and identities relate to their
experiences and perspectives on MTE. Also, research may help Nigerians see the need
for their MTs in their education and to reflect about what they have lost by not being
educated in their MT but in English. Ultimately, the goal is for Nigerians to advocate for
their languages in their education and to ensure the proper implementation of egalitarian
multilingualism, a form of bilingualism, which allows for the co-existence of English and
all the indigenous languages or MTs in Nigerian education system (Emenanjo, 1985) and
the eventual co-existence of languages of the states and MTs in the education systems of
the rest of the world.
The common assumption is that after Nigeria gained her sovereignty, the Nigerian
students would have a sense of who they are as Nigerians and Africans. However, the
irony is that to be an elite, you must be like the Europeans, and thus there is a common
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perception that to be successful, you must study more English. Therefore, it is important
that these adult Nigerians, who have lived through this disconnect between their MT and
English in their education and who are able to function academically and socially in all
kinds of ways outsides of their MT, reflect on their past and present attitude towards their
MTs and MTE.
Furthermore, many studies about Nigerian school children and their parents’
perspectives on MT and English in education look forward into the future. However,
fewer studies or no studies have been done about adult Nigerians, looking backwards, to
reflect and give their perspectives on how they have internalized harmful colonial
language ideologies and oppressive messages about their MT identities, have influenced
their perspectives on their MTs and MTE.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this survey research was to investigate how adult Nigerians
around the world, who had been deprived of using their MTs in their education, reflect on
their past experiences with colonial language ideologies received in school. Also, the
study explored how these past experiences have shaped Nigerians’ perspectives on MT
and MTE. Moreover, the study aimed to help raise the awareness of these Nigerians
about the value of MT in families, in schools, and how children should be multilingual
for language maintenance. Furthermore, the goal of this study was to support the MTE
movement that would help give voice to Nigerians and might help influence the Nigerian
government, policy makers, researchers, and educators to include Nigerian MTs and
English side by side as mediums of educational instruction in all levels of Nigerian
education to prevent language loss and linguicide. Ultimately, the study might support the
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adoption of egalitarian multilingualism (Emenanjo, 1985), a form of bilingualism which
allows for the co-existence of English and all the indigenous languages or MTs in Nigeria
to be used as mediums of instruction in education, politics, and for cultural preservation.
Research Questions
These research questions are important to provide answers that would be useful
for learning about the study participants’ perspectives on MT and MTE. The questions
are:
1. To what extent a) did Nigerians receive colonial language ideologies about their
MT when they were in school, b) do they have positive MT identity, c) do they
have experience using their MT, and d) do they believe that Nigerian students
should use their MTs as mediums of instruction and do they have perspectives on
MTE?
2. Do Nigerians differ in a) the colonial language ideologies they received in school
b) their MT identity, c) their experience using their MT, and d) their perspectives
on current and future MTE in school by
i.

age,

ii.

MT spoken, and

iii.

whether they speak their MT with their children?

3. Are there relationships between a) the colonial language ideologies Nigerians
received about their MT in school, b) their MT identity, c) their experience using
their MT, and d) their beliefs about MTE?
Theoretical Framework
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This study is based on the concepts of colonial language ideologies, MT identity
and MTE, speaking MT with Children, school linguistic landscape, and linguistic rights
as inscribed in international human rights documents.
Colonial Language Ideologies
Colonial language ideologies are conceptualizations made by the European
colonial powers about the languages of the people they colonized in Africa, Asia, North
and South America, the Atlantic and the Pacific islands. The colonists use language
ideologies to exploit and impose their languages and cultures on the colonized people by
defining and judging the languages and cultures of the colonized people as inferior (wa
Thiong’o, 1986). Paradoxically, postcolonial governments in these formerly colonized
places continue to use the past colonial traditions to impose colonial language ideologies
on their own people in politics, business, and education (Roy-Campbell, 2019). However,
to be free of colonized language ideologies, these formerly colonized people need to
decolonize all aspects of their lives by getting rid of their postcolonial hegemonic
linguistic dominance and putting global and local languages on equal footing (Wolff,
2017), starting with decolonization of their minds.
Decolonization of the minds of colonized people is the utmost tool for successful
decolonization projects and freedom from colonial language ideologies. “Many Africans
remain mental prisoners of the past; although they have attained political decolonization,
mental colonization remains” (Roy-Campbell, 2019, p. 39). Certainly, many Nigerians
are still mental prisoners of colonialization, language oppression, and language erasure.
When Nigerians think of their languages as inadequate in certain domains, they “are
impugning their own adequacy as human beings with a culture worthy of respect” (Roy-
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Campbell, 2019, p. 33). Therefore, Nigerians need to free their minds to grasp the fact
that all their languages are suitable for use as mediums of instruction at all levels of
schooling to achieve success in the decolonization of their education system and freedom
from colonial language ideologies.
Mother Tongue Identity and Mother Tongue Education
wa Thiong’o (1986) argues that the choice and the use of language is central to
people’s identity in relation to their natural and social environment, and indeed to their
entire universe. He insists that “language has always been at the heart of the two
contending social forces in the Africa of the twentieth century” (p. 4). One force is
imperialism, which still controls the economy, politics, and cultures of Africa; the other is
“the ceaseless struggles of African people to liberate their economy, politics, and cultures
from that Euro-American-based stranglehold” (wa Thiong’o, 1986, p. 4).
In other words, Africans can only be free of the vicious cycle of struggles to
achieve balance in their economic, politics, and culture, only if they put back their own
identity – their MT – into the center of their natural and social environment. That is, they
should invest in MTE. wa Thiong’o (1986) asserts that language is the most important
vehicle that the colonial power uses to hold the African people prisoners and to break the
harmony in African communities by making sure that the languages of schooling are
different from the languages of homes and communities. He points out that “to control a
people’s culture is to control their tools of self-definition in relationship to others” (wa
Thiong’o, 1986, p.16).
Indeed, Africans need to decolonize their minds with MTE. African leaders
should start to advocate for the heritage languages that African people understand in their
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education. Educators and experts should start to accept the equation that education for
Africans is equal to knowledge of the African languages (Afolayan, 1978). In fact, they
need to reconstruct the great civilizations of African past through the works of Diop
(1981), van Sertima (1991) and other anthropological historians. They must refute the
myths surrounding the “backwardness” of Africa and reappropriate the glory of African
achievements and the advanced uses of African languages in science, mathematics,
technology, and medicine in the past to this present time (Diop,1981; van Sertima,1991).
Certainly, Africans must decolonize their minds with MTE. They must understand
that languages develop through usage. Languages are socially constructed within the
context of a given social reality (Roy-Campbell, 2019). All languages have the capacity
to serve whatever purposes a society requires them to serve. For example, the
orthographies and grammars constructed for African languages by the colonialists were
circumscribed for limited function in what Freire (1970) termed as education for
domestication or the banking model of education, the style of education imposed on
students (Freire, 1970). That is, African languages were used by the colonialists as
instruments for mental servitude to socially imprison Africans within a limited world
view. Through the devaluation of their indigenous languages, their mental universe has
been dominated (Roy-Campbell, 2019). Therefore, Africans must wake up, free their
mind, elevate their indigenous languages in education, and every other thing will surely
follow.
Ultimately, African governments must put adequate resources into the
development of indigenous African languages for MTE because most Africans live in
tradition-bound rural communities with little or poor grounding in European languages.
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These tribal African people use their languages to show their native genius and creativity
within their environments, and their languages represent the social-cultural and historical
repositories of the overall cultural patterns and usages of African people (Prah, 2000).
Certainly, Africans need to use and elevate the status of their indigenous languages to
encourage positive MT identities and effective MTE.
Speaking Mother Tongue with Children
The forces of globalization are endangering the world’s linguistic and cultural
diversity by working to homogenize, standardize, segregate, and marginalize (McCarthy,
2003). Therefore, the world’s local and indigenous languages need to be protected and
rescued. The rescue efforts must confront a legacy of colonization and the mounting
pressure for standardization and English only monolingualism (McCarthy, 2003). The
most effective way to protect these languages is for parents to speak their MTs or
heritage languages to their children and for local and indigenous communities to make
sure their heritage languages are used as mediums of instruction in schools.
With the current threat of globalization, parents should be fearless when it comes
to speaking their MTs or heritage languages to their children. The heritage languages
could be Yorùbá, Tagalog, Cantonese, Igbo, or Thai and so on. Parents who are fluent in
their heritage languages or MTs can start by using fun activities such as stories, songs,
cartoons, and games to introduce MTs or heritage languages to their children. However,
those parents who are not fluent in their MTs or heritage languages can start learning
with their children. They can find resources online, in community language immersion
programs, and from extended families.
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Research has proved that students who enter school with MT or heritage
languages perform significantly better when they receive consistent and cumulative
academic support in the MT or heritage language (McCarthy, 2003). McCarty (2003),
Rosier and Farella (1976), Wilson and Kamanã (2001), Holm and Holm (1995), and
Romero (2001) claim that most native and indigenous parents in the US mainland and
Hawai’i speak their MTs with their children and desire that their children learn in their
native languages. Most of these indigenous communities have fought and struggled for
their heritage languages to be included in the education of their children and are now
making inroads into the education systems by initiating bilingual and immersion
programs privately that are being assimilated into the mainstream education systems.
Notably, the Navajo community bilingual school at Rock Point, Arizona; the
Hawaiian immersion in Hawai’i; the Navajo immersion program in parts of Arizona,
New Mexico, and Utah; and the Keres immersion school of the Pueblos of Arizona and
Cochiti in Northern New Mexico and Arizona were initiated by parents and communities.
These parent and community-initiated programs are now being supported and funded by
the US government. Other parent and community-initiated programs can also be found in
South America and Australia. One example is the Misak indigenous community in
Columbia (Tombé Tunubalá et al., 2021). This community is using their language and
culture in education, commerce, and politics.
Ultimately, through speaking with children and community-initiated bilingual and
immersion programs, the MTs, local, and heritage languages can be placed on equal
footing as English and other colonial languages. Similarly, continued use of the MTs,
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local and indigenous languages in education, commerce, and politics may reverse the
linguicidal effects of colonialization and globalization.
School Linguistic Landscape
School linguistic landscape is used to raise students’ awareness of linguistic
diversity that exists in their schools (Cenoz & Gorter, 2008). School linguistic landscape
may reveal what and how languages are used among school members and their relevance
to education (Andriyanti, 2021). The earlier definition of linguistic landscape was mainly
the visibility and prominence of languages on public and commercial signs in an
environment (Landry & Bourhis, 1997). However, the more recent definition includes
images, sounds, drawings, and movement (Shohamy, 2011) including textbooks and
software programs. Cenoz and Gorter (2008) suggest that the linguistic landscape can
contribute to language learning by serving as a source of authentic input for the
development of pragmatic competence and literacy skills, as well as raising students’
language awareness (Cenoz & Gorter, 2008). Moreover, Aladjem and Jon (2016) claim
that mobile devices and social media as forms of linguistic landscape hold potential to
increase learner awareness of language learning opportunities by supplementing formal
learning and encouraging continuous learning since mobile devices are ubiquitous and
perpetually connected (Aladjem & Jon, 2016).
Ultimately, school linguistic landscape is powerful for students and young
children. Children react to the linguistic landscape and benefit from attractive signs for
early literacy or language learning. Students create signs and bring their out-of-school
experiences into the educational space. Finally, students actively engage with the
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linguistic landscape and discover the symbolic function of signage and ideologies of
language and language use (Vetter, 2022).
Nowadays, with an increasing predominance of visual information there are more
signs than ever before. This era of visual information is also reflected in school
classrooms, corridors, and halls where official boards, children’s work, teaching material,
notices, and advertisements fill the walls that were barely used in the past. Thus,
linguistic landscape can provide important insights and a different perspective on our
knowledge about language and multilingualism and can be a very important factor in
promoting the use of one’s own language and therefore enhancing in the processes of
language maintenance (Cenoz & Gorter, 2008).
Linguistic Rights in International Human Rights Documents
Linguistic rights are human rights issues, and children are entitled to education in
their MT (Agbedo et al., 2012). According to UNESCO (2019), around 40% of the
children who attend elementary school around the world are not being taught in a
language they understand - their MT. Instead, they are being taught in the language they
do not understand, which is usually English or some other dominant languages of their
states, the colonial languages. Therefore, this practice violates the linguistic human right
to education, which is expressed in many international human rights documents discussed
below. These international documents have portrayed the issue of linguistic human rights
as a tool, an agreement, or a pact to promote and clarify how to implement the language
rights of marginalized people. Some of the documents that include the linguistic rights
are as follows:
Universal Declaration of Human Rights
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Articles 2, 19, and 26 of the UDHR (1948) specifically protect the individual and
collective right to choose one’s language or languages for communication both within the
private and the public spheres. These rights guard the right to speak one’s own language
in legal, administrative, and judicial acts, the right to receive education in one’s own
language, and the right for media to be broadcast in one’s own language (UDHR, 1948).
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights
Also, Article 27 of the ICCPR (1976) declares that in those states in which ethnic,
religious, or linguistic minorities exist, persons belonging to such minorities shall not be
denied the right, in community with the other members of their group, to enjoy their own
culture, to profess and practice their own religion, or to use their own language (ICCPR,
1976).
United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child
In addition, Articles 17, 29, 30, and 40 of the UNCRC (1989) protect the
linguistic rights of the child. First, Article 17 ensures that the child has access to
information produced by the mass media, the production and dissemination of children's
books and material from a diversity of national and international sources with linguistic
benefit to the child who belongs to a minority group or who is indigenous and supports
the development of appropriate linguistic guidelines for the protection of the child
(UNCRC, 1989).
Second, Article 29 guarantees that the education of the child shall be directed to
the development of the child's personality, talents, and mental and physical abilities to
their fullest potential. It encourages that a child or young person's education should help
their mind, body and talents be the best they can and should build their respect for other
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people and the world around them. They should learn to respect their linguistic rights and
the rights of others (UNCRC, 1989).
Third, Article 30 of the UNCRC (1989) establishes that a child, who belong to an
ethnic, religious, or linguistic minority or who is of indigenous origin, shall not be denied
the right, in community with other members of his or her group, to enjoy his or her own
culture, to profess and practice his or her own religion, or to use his or her own language
(UNCRC, 1989).
Finally, Article 40 of the UNCRC (1989) ensures that every child alleged as or
accused of having infringed the penal law must be presumed innocent until proven guilty
according to law and must have the free assistance of an interpreter if the child cannot
understand or speak the language used (UNCRC, 1989).
Universal Declaration of Linguistic Rights
Furthermore, the Universal Declaration of Linguistic Rights (UDLR, 1996) is a
document signed by the International PEN Club centers, several non-governmental
organizations (NGOs), and experts in linguistic rights in 1996 to correct linguistic
imbalances and to support linguistic rights, especially those of endangered languages. It
recognizes the collective and individual dimensions of linguistic rights to be inseparable
and interdependent because languages are constituted within a community, and it is also
within the community that persons make individual use of them. Thus, the exercise of
individual linguistic rights can only be made effective if equal respect is granted to the
collective rights of all language communities and groups.
United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples
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Similarly, Articles 13, 14, and 16 of the UNDRIP (2007) protects the linguistic
rights of the indigenous peoples. First, Article 13 states that indigenous peoples have the
right to revitalize, use, develop and transmit to future generations their histories,
languages, oral traditions, philosophies, writing systems and literatures, and to designate
and retain their own names for communities, places, and persons (UNDRIP, 2007).
Second, Article 14 of the UNDRIP (2007) ensures that indigenous peoples have
the right to establish and control their educational systems and institutions providing
education in their own languages, in a manner appropriate to their cultural methods of
teaching and learning. In addition, indigenous children, living outside their communities,
should have access, when possible, to an education in their own culture and provided in
their own language (UNDRIP, 2007).
Finally, Article 16 of the UNDRIP (2007) declares that indigenous peoples have
the right to establish their own media in their own languages and to have access to all
forms of non-indigenous media without discrimination. Equally, states shall take
effective measures to ensure that state-owned media duly reflect indigenous cultural
diversity and without prejudice, ensure full freedom of expression, and encourage
privately owned media to adequately reflect indigenous cultural diversity (UNDRIP,
2007).
Ultimately, Articles 13, 14, and 16 of the UNDRIP (2007) define the individual
and collective rights of Indigenous peoples, including their ownership rights to cultural
and ceremonial expression, identity, language, employment, health, education, and other
issues. They emphasize that indigenous peoples have the right to revitalize, use, develop
and transmit to future generations their histories, languages, oral traditions, philosophies,
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writing systems and literatures, and to choose and retain their own names for
communities, places, and persons.
Delimitations and Limitations of the Study
Delimitations
Consistent with the current debates over linguistic human rights and the need to
use MTs as agents of decolonizing education system of the colonized world, this survey
research collected primary data through a survey from 194 adult Nigerians living in and
out of Nigeria, to examine how much these Nigerians’ minds remained colonized and
how the degree of colonization impacts their beliefs and practices regarding their MTs
and MTE. Also, the study examined how the schooling of these Nigerians in English
rather than their MTs had impacted their education, thinking, and creativity. In addition,
since some Nigerians have a higher preference for English as a medium of instruction
because they believe that English is the key to well-paid employment and social mobility,
this study also tried to raise Nigerians’ awareness about the value of the MTs in families
and schools and how children should be multilingual for language maintenance.
Furthermore, the study aimed to support the MTE movement to help motivate policy
makers to incorporate Nigerians’ MTs in schools to prevent language loss and linguicide.
Limitations
This study was limited by certain factors as well. Foremost, data was collected in
English and not in any of Nigerians’ MTs and it is possible that Nigerians’ feelings about
their MTs change when they are presented information in their MTs and respond in their
MTs. However, this limitation is balanced by the fact that given that this was a survey,
the reality is that Nigerians are more practiced in reading English than their MTs.
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Second, the locations of Nigerians in this study were geographically dispersed. It
is possible that many participants’ perspectives on MTE and language oppression were
shaped by their experiences outside of Nigeria, and that if the sample had included
Nigerians living in Nigeria only, the findings would have been different. However, this
limitation is mitigated by the inclusion criteria that all participants were educated in
Nigeria for at least primary or secondary school.
Also, the study was limited to how willing these participants invested in
responding to the survey questions. In fact, out of the sample size of 194 participants, 139
of them completed the survey in full to be part of the research questions analysis. Thus,
the participants who completed the survey were possibly more interested, positive, and
enthusiastic about the MTE.
Furthermore, the generalizability of the results is limited by the bias in the
ethnicity of the participants because the sample was not a true representation of the
overall Nigerian ethnicities. Most of the participants in this study were Yoruba-speakers
(86%), like the researcher, which made it easier to reach them on social media than other
non-Yoruba speakers. Also, about 90% of these participants were recruited directly by
the researcher and the rest were recruited through snowballing.
In addition, time constraints existed on the part of the research participants and
the researcher because the study used an online survey instrument within the time
parameters available. The participants’ time to spare to complete the online survey from
their busy schedules was limited. I had to make a lot of follow-up phone calls and to send
many text messages to increase the response rate. Also, as a doctoral student researcher,
it is important that I complete the research within an optimum time frame for timely
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graduation and to reduce the cost of schooling. However, the total time for data collection
was optimal (three weeks).
Finally, the integrity and honesty of responses were integral in the collection of
data, and this research lent itself to a certain level of researcher and participants’ personal
feelings and opinions. Just as it is important for participants to stick to the research
question, the researcher needs to avoid bias in data interpretation. This research has
demonstrated honesty and integrity by ensuring that the methods, data, and research
design have been reasonably and truthfully stated to avoid misleading the readers.
Educational Significance
This survey research might help raise the awareness about mental colonization
and language oppression and the importance of MT maintenance in homes, schools, and
polities (political entities). Also, this research might allow Nigerians to gain insights into
their colonized language situation which may help free their minds and empower them to
raise their voices and to start MTE movement that can influence change in the Nigerian
MTE policy and eventually around the world, for a more compassionate and just world.
Therefore, the people’s awareness and their voices can hopefully galvanize the
Nigerian government into action to provide adequate funding for the commissioning of
language instruction studies, maintenance, and effective implementation of the MTE
policy (Emenanjo, 2016; Igboanusi & Peter, 2016). The study’s implications suggested
the adoption of egalitarian multilingualism, which allows for the co-existence of English
and all the indigenous languages or MTs in the country to be used as mediums of
instruction in education and politics and for cultural preservation. When the language
policy includes all the Nigerian MTs, it is termed “egalitarian multilingualism”
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(Emenanjo, 2016, p. 123). That is, MT (which includes all Nigerian languages) and
English form a bilingual education at every level of schooling and multilingual education
is that students must choose to study at least three other languages to learn as subjects at
the primary school level. The policy makers, language researchers, educators and the
people must ensure that Nigerian government fund every aspect of the MTE ((Emenanjo,
2016). Finally, through its findings, this study contributes to our understanding of
language oppression and adds to the body of research regarding MTE maintenance and
implementation.
Summary
The issues of linguistic human rights and the need to use the MTs as agents of
decolonizing education systems is essential in research and in human rights
conversations. This study might help raise political awareness about how much Nigerians
remain mental prisoners of colonialization (Roy-Campbell, 2019), how they have
internalized harmful colonial language ideologies and negative messages they had
received about their MTs and how these messages relate to their experiences and
perspectives on MTE. Also, this study might help Nigerians see the need for effective
MTE and to reflect about what they have lost by not being educated in their MT but in
English. Ultimately, the goal was for Nigerians to advocate for their languages in their
education and to ensure the proper implementation of egalitarian multilingualism, a form
of bilingualism, which allows for the co-existence of English and all the indigenous
languages or MTs in Nigerian MTE (Emenanjo, 1985) and eventual co-existence of
languages of the states and MTs in the education system of the rest of the world.
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We live in a multilingual world, and we should all be multilinguals, not
monolinguals, to enhance a more compassionate and a unified world. At present, in
colonized world, in Africa, and in particular, Nigeria, they learn in foreign languages at
school, and they speak their own languages at home, which has created a disconnect or
disjuncture between who they are and what they learn and how they can know things.
This disconnect has a negative impact on peoples’ creativity, identities, and intellectual
productivity. They cannot really function in their wholeness without their MTs.
Therefore, this study examines the degree of Nigerians internalization of colonialism and
how their colonial experiences have impacted their beliefs and practices regarding their
MTs and their perspectives on MTE.
Researcher’s Positionality
I was born in 1958 when Nigeria was still a British colony. Nigeria was under the
British rule from 1861 to 1960, almost a hundred years of British imperialism. However,
my journey to academia started before I was three years old. At that time, I was very
inquisitive. I would ask everyone around me questions, to which no one gave me
satisfactory answers. Also, I would ask everyone older than me to teach me how to read
and write. As a result, I could read and write in both English and Yorùbá before I started
kindergarten. Yorùbá is my MT and one of Nigeria’s over 600 languages (Ethnologue,
2017). Yorùbá is relegated to a vernacular in schools. A vernacular is a language that is
not formally recognized and is used only in informal contexts. Although, I learned a little
bit of my language in my elementary education, English was the sole medium of
instruction in my elementary and high school. As a result, I am illiterate in my MT. I
cannot read and write academically in my MT.
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After moving to the United States, I completed my undergraduate degree in
Computer Science and worked for a while as a programmer analyst, writing computer
languages. Afterwards, I became very inquisitive about human languages, religion, and
spirituality which led me to study some languages, metaphysics, and yoga. Eventually, I
received my PhD in metaphysics and founded a nonprofit corporation, A World Cultural
Center (AWCC), where I taught low-income families and immigrants like myself yoga,
wellness, and dance to celebrate each other’s cultures. It was from teaching these
activities that I started learning more languages (such as French, Italian, Arabic, Spanish,
Russian, Chinese, Japanese, Portuguese, etc.) of my neighbors while they improved in
their learning of English.
As a result, I was motivated to go back to school to earn my Master’s in Teaching
English to Speakers of Other Languages (MA English, TESOL Option) at California
State University, East Bay (CSUEB). At CSUEB, I also taught freshman English
composition class to international students. Besides, I was interested in Portfolio
Assessment (PA) as an alternative to standard educational assessment. Already, in my
first semester of teaching, my research and advocacy contributed to the university’s
incorporating PA as the only form of assessment for its first-year English composition
classes and has the intention to incorporate PA into the rest of its writing programs.
However, I was limited in the way I could teach the students the English
language. I had to follow the TESOL rules that English is the only medium of teaching in
class. My real thought was that students should be allowed to use their native languages
in class to enhance their English learning. Because of this limitation, I was motivated to
enroll in the International and Multicultural Education’s doctoral program at the
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University of San Francisco School of Education to learn more about how I can help
people use their own languages in their education. I would like to propose that in Nigeria,
and in the rest of the colonized world, that we need to decolonize our education system
for our future generations starting with using our MTs in our schooling along with the
dominant languages of the states. We need to introduce multilingual education that will
reflect our multilingual world.
Moreover, because of my colonial mentality when I was a young mother, I did not
teach my children my language. I did not pass down my MT to my children. My children
cannot express themselves in Yorùbá; they can only speak in English. They are
monolinguals. This was a missed opportunity. Therefore, I am dedicating the rest of my
life to the cause of keeping our mother tongues alive in our children. It is our children’s
rights as humans to learn and be taught in their MTs. We should not deprive them of their
heritage and their identities. My vision is to inspire an MTE movement to motivate
colonized people all over the world to decolonize their minds and their education system.
However, we need the help of everyone in the decolonization of our education system. I
would like to raise a political awareness that will legitimize the inclusion of mother
tongues alongside the dominant languages of the states as mediums of academic
expressions in all levels of education systems. We live in a multilingual world, and we
should all be multilinguals, not monolinguals, to enhance a more compassionate and a
unified world.
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Introduction and Overview of the. Chapter
As part of the need to use mother tongues (MTs) as agents of decolonizing
Nigerian education, many Nigerian scholars have described and researched the current
state of colonial language ideologies in Nigerian mother tongue education (MTE) and
have suggested different approaches to decolonize, improve, and implement the MTE
policy in Nigeria. The purpose of this literature review is to explore scholarly, peerreviewed publications relevant to the subject of colonial language ideologies in Nigerian
MTE.
This review of literature specifically focuses on the scholarly body of knowledge
and research that is relevant to the colonial language ideologies in Nigerian MTE. First, it
examines the background information on Nigeria. Second, it reveals how this information
has led to the current Nigerian linguistic context. Third, it describes the current colonial
language ideologies in Nigerian MTE. Fourth, it critically evaluates the various
scholarship of MTE in Nigeria. Fifth, it reviews factors militating against effective
implementation of the MTE. Sixth, it examines recommendations for effective
implementation of the MTE. Seventh, it identifies gaps in the literature. Finally, it draws
conclusion on the literature review.
It is important to acknowledge that the scope of this literature review is limited to
the information provided in scholarly literature. So far, I have not had any direct access to
the written MTE policy documents in the National Policy on Education itself.
Background Information on Nigeria
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In ancient times, the area of present-day Nigeria was not a country, but a vast
fertile land in West Africa “rich in natural resources such as petroleum and iron ore”
(Ihemere, 2009, p. 121). This area was occupied by diverse empires of different ethnic
groups and tribes with different indigenous languages, cultures, and religions. By the
10th century, Arabic language, culture, and Islam had spread to the northern parts
through the trans-Saharan trade and later, to the other parts through militant jihads or
holy wars (Ihemere, 2009). In the 15th century, these nation tribes had contact with the
European slave traders who traded some inhabitants of this area as chattel slaves through
the trans-Atlantic slave trade (Lovejoy, 2000; Manning, 1995; Searing, 2003). Later,
Christian missionaries from the United Kingdom brought Christianity and set-up schools.
Then in 1884, at the Berlin Conference, European nations were scrambling to have
colonies in Africa which culminated in the Berlin Act of 1885 (Ajala, 1983; Enaikele,
2014).
The Act partitioned the whole of Africa into different regions, called countries
according to the interest of the scrambling nations without regard to the history,
geography, cultures, and traditions of the inhabitants of these African nations. For
example, my Yoruba tribe was split into two with a part in Nigeria and the other in
Dahomey (Benin Republic). Also, the Act ushered in a period of heightened colonial
activity by European powers, which eroded most existing forms of African autonomy and
self-governance (Ajala, 1983; Enaikele, 2014). Hence, the British colonial policy for
Nigeria was to exploit the human and material resources available in the country for their
own ends and did not have any future oriented plans that were geared towards the
political and economic emancipation of Nigerians (Ajayi, 2004; Bamgbose, 1991, 2000;
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Batibo, 2005; Faraclas, 1996). As a result, the schools established by the Christian
missionaries, taken over by the colonizers, mainly produced mediocre translators and
medium level manpower to help the British perpetuate their political and economic
hegemony over the country (Bamgbose, 1991).
After almost a century of colonial rule, Nigeria gained her independence on
October 1st, 1960, through a peaceful dialogue between some well-educated Nigerians
and the British regime (Ihemere, 2009). However, soon after independence, there was
intense ethnic rivalry, jealously and rancor among the major ethnic groups clamoring for
political and economic dominance of the country. As a result, in fewer than six years
after independence, the young post-independent Nigerian government was overthrown by
the military on the 15th of January 1966, which marked the beginning of military rule in
the country (Ajala, 1983).
The ethnic bickering and rancor escalated into an unsuccessful bloody Biafran
civil war. “Biafra was the name adopted by the Igbo people of south-eastern Nigeria for
the new nation they fought for during this fratricidal war that began in 1967 and
continued until 1970; thus, the Igbos were referred to then as Biafrans” (Ihemere, 2009,
p. 122). This war and a series of military coups after, “plunged Nigeria into a prolonged
period of serious economic hardship and engendered a political quagmire” (Ihemere,
2009, p. 122). Finally, after 33 years of military rule, Nigeria held a successful
democratic election in 1999, a new constitution was adopted, and a peaceful transition to
civilian government was completed. This new government was faced with the daunting
task of institutionalizing democracy and rebuilding a petroleum-based economy, whose
revenues have been squandered through corruption and mismanagement (Ihemere, 2009).
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However, the greatest task facing the new government at the end of the 20th
century was that of forging national unity and integration in a country with over 600
languages (Ethnologue, 2017; Blench, 2002) and a myriad of dialects. In trying to bring
the nation together, the leaders of the day sought political stability in language. The
English language was already established as the official language, being the language of
the former colonialists and the language of wider communication. Besides, the level of
ethnic tension in the country at that time meant that none of the indigenous languages
could have been adopted or elevated to the status of a national language. Also, the
adoption of a Nigerian language as a national language would have marked a complete
break with the colonial past and would have bestowed a new identity on the emerging
nation. Anyway, the leaders were equally concerned with keeping the nation connected to
the international community at the level of diplomacy, international politics, and world
trade (Ihemere, 2009; Udoh, 2016). Thus, English became the national and the official
language.
Current Nigerian Linguistic Context
Dalby (1977) observes that Nigeria falls squarely within the Fragmentation Belt, a
zone of extreme linguistic complexity stretching from Senegal to Ethiopia. Of the five
language phyla recognized by orthodox or mainstream scholarship in African language
classification, three are widely represented in Nigeria: Niger-Congo A and B, NiloSahara, and Afro-Asiatic. Only the rather small group of Khoisan (or click) languages are
not spoken in Nigeria (Dalby, 1977; Webb & Sure, 2000).
As mentioned earlier, well over 600 indigenous languages spoken in Nigeria
today, of which English, the colonial language, is the official language. Other than
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English, Hausa spoken in the north, Yoruba in the southwest, and Igbo in the southeast
are recognized as regional major languages (Ibrahim & Gwandu, 2016). These major
Nigerian languages are classified on the basis of the relative size of the native speaker
population. This means that the other languages are minor languages with some being
more minor than others with their respective native speaker populations of fewer than one
million (Ihemere, 2009; Udoh, 2016).
Therefore, Nigeria not only has the highest number and density of languages in
Africa, but also has the most complex language situation. She is a country with
conspicuous language inequality, ranging from the dominant languages Hausa, Yoruba,
and Igbo, each with at least 20 million speakers to very small languages such as: Ajawa
(Aja, Ajanci), Guma (Basa-Kaduna, Basa-Kuta), Bete, Centum (Cen Tum), Auyokama,
Bade, Bassa-Kantagora, Faliof, Baissa, Gana, Holma (Da Holmaci, Bali Holma), each
spoken by scarcely 100 people (Ihemere, 2009; Blench, 2002; Udoh, 2016).
Other languages such as Arabic and Nigerian Pidgin English, in addition to the
indigenous languages, are also widely used in Nigeria to satisfy various communicative
purposes. Arabic is used in northern Nigeria in conjunction with the Islamic religion,
which was spread by the Fulani warriors of the Holy Wars. Arabic is the language of the
Koran and the Koranic law. Therefore, Arabic “plays a significant role in the
sociocultural life of these people and most Moslems learn it in their childhood in the
Koranic schools” (Ihemere, 2009, p. 124). However, the importance of Arabic in Nigeria
is mostly in the northern region, and it is associated with Islamic religious practices.
Nigerian Pidgin English is an English-based simplified speech used for
communication between people who speak different languages and is now a lingua franca
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across Nigeria. Like its standard English counterpart, it is increasingly becoming a viable
medium of communication as an inter-group language, used by the educated and
uneducated, in ethnically heterogeneous urban populations in many communities in
southern Nigeria (Ihemere, 2007). For instance, in the highly multilingual states of Delta,
Edo and Rivers, where there is no single dominant indigenous lingua franca, Nigerian
Pidgin English readily complements Nigerian Standard English to meet this important
communicative need. Agheyisi (1984) and Ihemere (2007) explain that in urban
communities, such as Benin City, Warri, Sapele, Onitsha, and Port Harcourt, more than
75% of the adult population and practically all children of school age typically command
a fluent use of Nigerian Pidgin English. Also, in these parts of the country, Nigerian
Pidgin English is widely used along with Nigerian Standard English, as a medium of
communication in public institutions and service centers such as hospitals, post offices,
magistrate’s courts, police stations, and welfare centers (Agheyisi, 1984; Ihemere, 2007).
Generally, commercial centers and markets continue to be the typical settings for its
routine use. The use of Nigerian Pidgin English is generally as a second language
(Ihemere, 2007; Adepoju, 2019).
However, English plays a very significant role within the polity (political
entities). As the language of the former British colonial administrators, it sailed
unchallenged into the exalted status of Nigeria’s official language and the very nature of
the complex multilingual situation in the country highlighted above has meant that
English has retained this status (Ihemere, 2007). English is the primary medium of formal
communication in government, international politics, the judiciary, education, commerce,
the mass media, and the language of culture at the national level among Nigeria’s
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educated elite (Adepoju, 2019; Ihemere, 2007; Agheyisi, 1984). Thus, I agree with
Agheyisi (1984) that English, the colonial language, is the single most important and
prestigious language spoken in Nigeria today.
Current Colonial Language Ideologies in Nigerian Mother Tongue Education
Colonial language ideologies in Nigerian MTE dates to the colonial era when the
British Advisory Committee on native education in tropical Africa recommended in 1927
that indigenous languages should serve as medium of instruction in the lower years of
primary education (Musa, 2010; Ibrahim & Gwandu, 2016). The MTE has passed
through many stages and is a pressing contemporary concern in the highly multi-ethnic
and multi-lingual Nigeria of about 500 indigenous languages spoken within its borders
(Blench, 2002; Ibrahim & Gwandu, 2016). English language was the medium of
instruction before the National Policy on Education advocated for the use of indigenous
languages in teaching at basic level of education (Ibrahim & Gwandu, 2016).
The National Policy on Education is the official document promulgated in 1977,
revised in 1981, 1998, 2000, 2003 and 2004 (Adepoju, 2019; Agbedo et al., 2012;
Emenanjo, 2016; Enaikele, 2014; Ibrahim & Gwandu, 2016; Ihemere, 2009), which
assigns different functions to English and other foreign languages and the many
indigenous Nigerian languages in the nation’s education at various levels (Adepoju,
2019; Ibrahim & Gwandu, 2016). The MTE policy states that MT, or the language of the
immediate environment, shall be the medium of instruction in pre-primary and in the first
three years of primary (Adepoju, 2019; Agbedo et al., 2012; Emenanjo, 2016; Enaikele,
2014; Ibrahim & Gwandu, 2016; Ihemere, 2009) while English language shall be taught
as a school subject (Ibrahim & Gwandu, 2016).
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From the fourth year of primary school, the medium of instruction shall be the
English language (Adepoju, 2019; Agbedo et al., 2012; Emenanjo, 2016; Ibrahim &
Gwandu, 2016; Ihemere, 2009) while MT or the language of the immediate environment
and French shall be taught as subjects (Ibrahim & Gwandu, 2016). However, at the
secondary level, English shall continue to be the language of instruction while MT or the
language of the immediate environment and one of the three major Nigerian languages
(Hausa, Igbo, Yoruba) other than the child’s MT including Arabic and French shall be
taught as school subjects (Agbedo et al., 2012; Olagbaju, 2014; Ibrahim & Gwandu,
2016; Ihemere, 2009).
To clarify, the levels of education in Nigeria are:
1. Early childhood (pre-primary)
2. Basic education (9 years) – comprising Primary (6 years) and Junior Secondary
Education (3 years)
3. Senior Secondary Education (3 years)
4. Tertiary Education (colleges and universities)
(Ibrahim & Gwandu, 2016).
Ultimately, the Nigerian situation is very complex because she is multi-ethnic and
multi-lingual and “the language of instruction in multilingual Nigeria has always been a
matter of concern to scholars, educators and educational planners” (Ibrahim & Gwandu,
2016, p. 1). Due to this linguistic plurality, the Nigerian government has not fully
appreciated the importance of using indigenous languages as means of liberating from
Euro-American stranglehold, for self-determination, and for preserving culture (wa
Thiong’o, 1986). Therefore, there is the need for a very effective MTE in Nigeria.
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Critical Evaluation of Various Scholarship of Mother Tongue Education in Nigeria
Various Nigerian scholars, such as Bamgbose (1991) and Fafunwa (1985), have
studied the effectiveness of the use of MTE in the Nigerian context. They explicate
previous government efforts at focusing on MT as a means of improving learning in the
early years, particularly in training the Nigerian child. They argue that MT or a local
language is primarily for the purpose of transmitting cultural and social values (Omoniyi,
2012). Also, MT as a medium of communication in early child education is aimed at
“supporting children in becoming accustomed to their culture, making teaching and
learning easier at that tender age” (Ige, 2011, p. 164). Other researchers, such as Benson
(2000, 2002), Krashen (1999), Olagoke (1979), and Shin et al. (2015), have captured the
importance of MT in the education of the child, especially in the early years, possibly in
support of the government’s stance, to include pedagogical advantages of bilingual
education, helping teachers and students to interact more naturally, bringing the culture
and language of the home into the school; promoting successful literacy education; and
improving motivation and self-esteem. In addition, several studies have generally shown
that cognitive and educational benefits are achieved if one’s MT is used as the medium of
education (Bamgbose, 1984; Yates, 1995; Improving Educational Quality Project (IEQ),
2000; Shin et al., 2015).
Mother Tongue Education in Early Childhood Education
To this end, Adepoju (2019) appraises the MTE for early childhood education in
Nigeria. He uses a methodological triangulation: observing children (aged 1–5 years) in
their play-based environment both in school and at home, using a two-dimensional
questionnaire designed with a focus on parental attitude towards English and MT and
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interviewing twenty prominent policymakers in the field of education. Thus, Adepoju
claims that “such a triangulation allows for cross-comparison with data from the
government of the Federal Republic of Nigeria” (Adepoju, 2019, p. 204).
Adepoju (2019) reports that Nigerian school-age children in (1-5) age group and
their parents are more comfortable with English than any other language. Also, he reveals
that the English language is regarded by the citizenry and some government officials
themselves “as the language of now and the future” (Adepoju, 2019, p. 201). He
discovers that “the policy of the adoption of an indigenous language as the medium of
instruction in the lower primary school is at variance with parents’ desire to make their
children speak English as the first language” (Adepoju, 2019, p. 201). Finally, he
uncovers the fact that there is no uniformity of implementation of the MTE between “the
schools of the rich/elites and non-fee-paying government schools” (Adepoju, 2019, p.
201) as the elite schools use English medium in the lower primary level while the
government schools mostly use the MT (Adepoju, 2019).
Mother Tongue Education in Gusau
In another study by Ibrahim and Gwandu (2016) about the challenges of
implementing the MTE in Nigeria, a total number of 100 teachers at basic education level
in Gusau, the capital city of Zamfara State, Nigeria, were selected as participants. The
schools in Gusau are stratified into public and private schools, after which four schools
were randomly selected: two from each category. Twenty-five (25) teachers were
selected through a simple random sampling technique from each school. A 22-item
questionnaire was developed and administered to the teachers of relevant subjects to find
out students’ perceptions of MTE, status of MTE provisions in the Nigerian Policy on
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Education, teachers’ skills in the English language and future of English language in
Nigeria. The instrument was divided into four parts to cater for four variables. Each part
had five (5) questions: four (4) of which were in a “yes”, “no”, and “not sure” scale and
the fifth question in each part was open-ended, mainly to allow the respondents to
express themselves appropriately. The participants were told to be objective in the
process of responding to the questions. The data were analyzed using frequency counts
and percentages (Ibrahim & Gwandu, 2016).
From the analysis of the results, Ibrahim and Gwandu (2016) arrived at the
following deductions:
•

Students prefer to be taught in English language, but they demonstrate more
passion for learning when switched to an indigenous language

•

Majority of the teachers have not been putting into practice the multilingual
provisions of the National Policy on Education

•

The government has not taken the implementation of the provisions any serious

•

No competent teachers to handle school subjects in the indigenous languages

•

No adequate textbooks and other relevant teaching materials in indigenous
languages

•

Teachers are proud of their skills in the English language even when they don’t
see it as natural as their indigenous languages

•

Indigenous languages cannot compete with English language in the future

•

The future of English language in the Nigerian educational sector is very bright

(Ibrahim & Gwandu, 2016).
Mother Tongue Education in Etsako
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In yet another study, Enaikele (2014) adopted an ethnographic analysis of MTE in
Etsako. Etsako is a Nigerian minority language; Enaikele (2014) wanted to access the
threat to the language and the relevance of safeguarding the language. An ethnographic
analysis is the most common anthropological instrument used in studying endangered
language; it is the collection of ethnographic, historical, and geographical information of
the language community (Fishman,1991). Thus, Enaikele (2014) carried out the study in
the three local government areas of Edo state: Etsako West, Etsako East and Etsako
Central. These local government areas were purposively selected because these are areas
where Etsako people are geographically located.
Using an ethnographic instrument, Enaikele (2014) employed the technique of
interacting with the people, asking questions, observing, and participating in the people’s
day to day activities. The questions and interactions were done in Etsako MT. The
questions were open-ended and asked in such a way to allow the informants to have the
freedom to elaborate aspects of specific interest within the context of MTE, language
performance, and competence. A large collection of materials used for this study came
from interaction with the people, observation, and oral source. Also, the fact that
Enaikele (2014), the researcher himself, is an indigene of Etsako was indeed an
advantage. Most importantly, the oral information gathered across the three local
government areas was not at all difficult to elicit (Enaikele, 2014).
Similarly, the problem of loss of information through an interpreter did not arise.
Following this, in evaluating the degree at which Etsako language is endangered, some of
the UNESCO (2003) evaluating factors of language vitality were applied to scrutinize
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and carefully analyze all the information collected and gathered for the study. These
evaluating factors included:
•

Intergenerational language transmission and parental attitude to speaking the MT
as means of communicating with the children at home.

•

Community members’ attitudes toward speaking their own language.

•

Government policies and institutional attitude toward promoting indigenous
languages.

•

Materials for language education, literacy, and documentation.
Findings from the study’s available ethnographic information confirm that the

Etsako language is endangered based on UNESCO (2003) ranking. To a large extent, the
legacy of colonial language ideologies affects the MTE, indigenous languages, cultures,
and attitudes of Nigerians that continue to place more importance to English than
Nigerian indigenous languages even after years of political independence. The Nigerian
government adopted the language of her colonial master as the official language for
administration and the Nigerian schools took over the vanguard of discouraging MT
being spoken by pupils in school (Enaikele, 2014). This was pushed far to the level at
which pupils were even punished for speaking their MT known as “vernacular” in
schools. Following this, new value systems were forced on the children, and they were
made to deny their culture, heritage, and identity (Enaikele, 2014). Sadly, I was one of
these Nigerian school children who was punished for speaking her MT.
Therefore, many Nigerians remain mental prisoners of colonialization (RoyCampbell, 2019). Also, the internalization of these harmful colonial language ideologies
affects Nigerians’ attitudes and beliefs about interacting with their languages in public
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places (Gathercole & Thomas, 2009; Gee, 1992; Shohamy & Gorter, 2009). Similarly,
the messages about Nigerians’ MTs as vernaculars and languages that are unworthy for
education affect the quality of curricular materials such as texts in students’ MTs (Shin et
al., 2014). Likewise, these messages about the worthlessness of Nigerian MTs and the
historical and global dominance of the English language (Arya et al., 2015) have
impacted Nigerians’ academic experiences negatively and their perspectives in relation to
their MTE. As a result, most Nigerians are ashamed of their indigenous languages and
refuse to pass them down to their children.
Mother Tongue Education as an Instrument of Decolonization
On the other hand, Agbedo et al.’s (2012) study focused on the MT system of
schooling as an instrument of decolonization and a catalyst for sustainable national
development in Nigeria. The authors sought to determine the extent to which MTE
disability of the Nigerian school child was a product of neocolonialism and explored the
possibility of re-inventing MTE system as agency of decolonization. They argue that the
national development or sustainable development of any given nation is strongly tied to
developed human capital, which is the driving force of all other resources (Agbedo et al.,
2012).
Agbedo et al. (2012) pointed out that MTE is a system of schooling, which
encourages teaching and learning process in the child’s first language. They claimed that
the primacy of MT and its indispensability in early childhood education might have
inspired several national and international legislations, declarations, conventions, and
resolutions aimed at promoting MTE as one practical step at upholding and protecting the
children’s linguistic rights (Agbedo et al., 2012).
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These include:
•

Convention on the Rights of the Child adopted by the United Nations General
Assembly in Resolution 44/25 on 20 November 1989

•

Declaration of Children’s Human Linguistic Rights, initiated by Finnish
sociolinguist Tove Skutnabb-Kangas (2009) as part of an ongoing “linguistic
human rights” campaign directed at the United Nations and UNESCO

•

World Declaration on Education for All (1990)

•

The Dakar Framework for Action (2000)

•

Nigerian Child’s Rights Act (2003)

Even the colonial language ideologies in the Nigerian National Policy on Education
(1981) revised in 2004 recognized the importance of MT when it stated inter alia, that
“Government will see to it that the medium of instruction in the primary school is
initially the MT or the language of immediate community and, at a later stage, English”
(Agbedo et al., 2012, p. 170).
Agbedo et al. (2012) revealed that the common themes running through all these
statutory provisions are:
1. Every child should have the right to identify with his/her original mother tongue
and have her identification accepted and respected by others
2. Every child should have the right to learn his/her mother tongue fully
3. Every child should have the right to choose when he/she wants to use the mother
tongue in all official situations (Agbedo et al., 2012).
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Also, language as an inalienable possession of a group and as a fundamental
human right, is boldly enshrined in universal declarations like the underlisted, among
others:
•

Universal Declaration of Human Rights (1948)

•

Declaration of the Rights of Persons Belonging to National, Ethnic, Religious and
Linguistic Minorities (1992)

•

Universal Declaration of Linguistic Rights (1996)

•

Universal Declaration of Cultural Diversity (2001) (Emenanjo, 2016).
Despite all these legislative laws, an average Nigerian school child is denied

access to MTE because of the ‘English-only’ policy, which disregards the MT as a
cognitive and pedagogic resource but dictates English monolingualism, as the only
language worthy for teaching. This hegemony of English policy is in opposition to the
MTE in Nigeria and commits the Nigerian school children “with the inglorious toga of
linguistic disenfranchisement as it disconnects” (Agbedo et al., 2012, p. 170) them from
understanding themselves, their world, their culture, their community, and indeed their
whole human essence. As unfortunate victims of linguistic robbery, the Nigerian school
children are forever disabled from using the huge linguistic repertoire offered by their
MT to accomplish the war of decolonization (Agbedo et al., 2012).
Factors Militating against Effective Implementation of the MTE
Emenanjo (1985) and Agbedo (1998) have correctly identified some barriers
militating against effective MTE in Nigerian. One barrier is the assumption held by
Nigerian elites that literacy is the ability to speak and write English. However, this
“generational folly manifests ingloriously in the light of the fact that only less than 20%
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of Nigerians have demonstrable linguistic and communicative competence in English
after over 200 years of the English language in Nigeria” (Agbedo et al., 2012, p 172).
This folly has generated a poor attitude towards MT and has failed the MTE policy.
Also, the maintenance of a colonial and postcolonial language ideologies in MTE
policy makes African people prisoners of the past and are so overwhelmed by these
established practices that it is hard for them to break away (Bamgbose, 1991). Moreover,
Adegbija (1994) points out that “this attitude of denigration towards one’s own language
and the exaltation of European languages has not been easy to remove in Africa” (p. 33).
Furthermore, wa Thiong'o (1986) asserts that “the domination of a people's language by
the languages of the colonizing nations was crucial to the domination of the mental
universe of the colonized” (p. 160).
Ultimately, the most militating factor against the implementation of the MTE
policy in Nigeria is the fact that English as an official language has been associated with
success, power, prestige, progress, and achievement, because it is characterized by
institutional usage, written usage, functional usage, economic advantage, and national
communication (Agbedo et al., 2012). For these reasons, Adegbija (1994) argues that
such associations have generally resulted in English getting a high positive evaluation,
while the MT is associated with low prestige because it is characterized by mere oral
usage, individual or community usage, emotional attachment, village solidarity and
personal loyalties (Adegbija, 1994).
Furthermore, Emenanjo (2016) identifies that the MTE is experiencing obstacles
in its implementation because the MTE policy is flawed in the following areas:
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1. The statements on language in the MTE policy constitute only a statement of
intent rather than a serious program for implementation.
2. The MT or the language of the immediate environment is considered important at
the pre-primary level as an integral part of the child's culture and the link between
the home and the school. Yet, it is not solely used at this level.
3. The MT or the language of the immediate environment is considered a very
important medium for achieving initial and permanent literacy and numeracy.
Yet, it is only used initially and not throughout the whole of primary education.
For instance, the Ife Six Year Primary Project (SYPP) or the Universal Basic
Education (UBE), which is a sponsored MTE projects in Hausa, Igbo, and
Yoruba; and the experimental MTE projects in Niger Republic and Burkina Faso
have confirmed that those who had their total primary education in MTE and
had turned to technical pursuit have proved more resourceful than their
counterparts from other schools when they met on the technical plane. The
SYPP children have demonstrated greater manipulative ability, manual
dexterity, and mechanical comprehension. With their colleagues, the
project children have demonstrated a great sense of maturity, tolerance
and other affective qualities that make them integrate easily and readily
with those they encounter (Fafunwa et al., 1989, p. 141)
4. How do people identify the language(s) of the immediate environment in
pluralistic settings like urban areas, cities, and university campuses?
5. The pronouncements on the three major languages are vague and ephemeral.
Phrases such as government considers it to be of interest to national unity that
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each child should be encouraged to learn suggest that the choice of language is
optional and is left to the child to choose or not to choose. Common sense dictates
that if learning a major national language is a serious responsibility, then its
learning cannot be optional but should be mandatory.
6. On the choice of languages, by whom and at what level is this choice of one of the
three languages to be made? By the parents, the school, or the pupils?
7. If the governments are serious about implementing the MTE policy, shouldn't
there be a definite chronogram for all states to follow in the implementation of the
program? Why is the implementation of the language provisions couched in
cautious escape phraseology: subject to the availability of teachers?
8. If the government considers the learning of the three languages crucial for
national integration, should there be legal and other sanctions for defaulting
federal, state, and local governments or their agencies?
9. Practically, ALL Nigerian languages can be used as MT or language(s) of
immediate environment. Is it pedagogically feasible to organize initial literacy in
500 odd languages?
10. How do just three of the major languages serve the needs of the educational
process and become the media for preserving the cultures of over 500 autonomous
peoples?
11. How do we accommodate all the languages and cultures in a schema?
12. The three years of second language learning in junior secondary school in the
major Nigerian languages are not enough for the cultural immersion and the
political unity envisaged.
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13. What is the relationship between MT and English? Why should there be a changeover only after three years? Isn't this contrary to UNESCO and other findings?
Won't the transition create a psychological gap detrimental to cognitive
maturation and intellectual development of the child?
14. The MTE policy is silent on Nigerian Pidgin English - one of the country's major
languages.
15. What are the language skills expected from pupils studying each of the major
languages involved in the multiglossic Nigerian situation?
16. The total number of teachers required in 1988 for the three major Nigerian
languages as first languages was 55,237. Only 6,383 or 11.6% of these were then
available. How and where were the remaining 48,854 teachers to be produced? Is
the recruitment or training of these teachers to be left to chance or to a
coordinated program involving all agencies concerned?
17. The National Institute for Nigerian Languages (NINLAN) was set up to address
the issue of production of teachers for Nigerian languages. NINLAN is still to
address the objectives of its enabling Act (Emenanjo, 2016).
Recommendations for Effective Implementation of the MTE
Many scholars have made recommendations that would affect a successful
implementation of the MTE. Ibrahim and Gwandu (2016) make the following
recommendations for a workable multilingual policy of the MTE:
•

The Federal government should fully develop more educational resources and
orthographies of indigenous languages to meet the demands of multilingual
education.
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•

Nigerian scholars in the field of language should intensify efforts in the
codification of different aspects of indigenous languages and produce reading
materials.

•

The government should do more in the enforcement of the multilingual provisions
in all sectors of education.

•

A team of experts should be paying constant visits to schools to ensure total
adherence to the provisions of multilingual education.

•

A credit pass in any of the Nigerian languages should be made a prerequisite to
gaining admission into any of the Nigerian universities.

•

Language education programmes should be introduced to schools at basic
education level.

•

Teachers should be encouraged to jointly help students to develop competence in
the use of indigenous languages in a school setting.

•

There should be adequate training of teachers.

•

The government should make available sufficient funds for implementing
educational policies (Ibrahim & Gwandu, 2016)
Effective and meaningful MTE policy should have as its basic component a

language policy that breathes fresh impetus into MTE. No nation has had a breakthrough
through the instrumentality of an alien language and Nigeria cannot be an exception. Not
to heed this warning can only mean continued stripping of the people of Nigeria to a
slave nation (Ansre, 1976).
Any country which takes seriously the need to deploy its human resources
maximally cannot under-use such resources. Much less can it afford to do so on
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linguistic grounds. If the language or languages selected to be used for resource
exploitation and wealth acquisition are those mastered only by a small minority of
the population, the under-development and emergence of an exploiting and
wealthy minority can be the only result. (Ansre, 1976, p. 6)
Furthermore, it has been established that by using the MT, learners learn to think,
communicate, and acquire an intuitive understanding of grammar. The MT opens the
door, not only to its own grammar, but to all grammars, given that it awakens the
potential for universal grammar that lies within all normal human beings (Chomsky,
1986). Appropriate MTE enables teachers to instruct in the language a child speaks most
at home and understands well enough to internalize the academic knowledge, improves
pupils’ critical engagement with content, fosters an environment of mutual learning and
improves inclusion (Agbedo et al., 2012). Similarly, Emenanjo (2016) argues that MTE
policies must be sensitive to the demands of modern democratic procedures with their
emphasis on “freedom, equality, accommodation, enthronement of fundamental human
and linguistic rights, and human dignity. MTE policies must also be equally sensitive to
the fact that in a plural polity (political entity) all languages are equal” (p. 114).
Moreover, all languages in a community or society must be accommodated in the
MTE policy no matter their status, demographic strength and distribution, economic
strength, state of development, sociolinguistic vitality, functions, legal status, estimation,
geographical distribution, readiness for literacy and numeracy, etc. This has been called
'egalitarian multilingualism.' All languages in any language policy must be assigned
definite domains in education, the media, entertainment, the legislature and judiciary,
political, economic, and scientific discourse, etc. (Emenanjo, 2016).
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Ultimately, Emenanjo (2016) recommends egalitarian multilingualism for the
MTE in Nigeria. He claims that egalitarian multilingualism will adequately cater for the
co-existence of official languages in a polity, the bigger languages of wider
communication and the smaller languages of less circulation; the endogenous (foreign or
imported) and the indigenous (native, heritage, vernacular) languages; the great cultivated
languages and the small, uncultured languages - all complications and expenses
notwithstanding. This is the price which multicultural, multinational, and multilingual
countries must pay for democratic macro-development. After all, languages are great
resources like minerals and personnel found in any nation. All that is called for, is proper
management for handling multilingualism (Emenanjo, 2016).
Egalitarian multilingualism should be able to cater for the incorporation of the
languages of both the autochthonous (indigenous) and the allochthonous (descended from
migrants or colonists) minorities in the mainstream national language policy (Emenanjo,
2016). For example,
•

In the European Union (EU), there is equality of all languages as there is equality
of all member countries; any limitation of the number of languages used by the
European Parliament would interfere with the democratic nature of Parliament.

•

There is to be absolute equality between the community languages whether used
actively or passively, in writing or orally, at all meetings of parliament and its
bodies.

•

The EU respects cultural diversity and is committed to linguistic pluralism and no
levelling of linguistic and cultural differences because the multilingualism of
Europe (even if it is both a treasure and an Achilles’ heel, an asset, and a liability)
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is one of the essential features of European culture and civilization, and of world
culture, civilization, and its diverse identities.
•

Egalitarian multilingualism is for integration rather than assimilation, for
horizontal as against vertical communication, and for holistic and inclusive
development. EU concern for minority languages led to the creation of the
European Bureau for Less Used Languages (1983) with some token budgetary
provisions for publications and research, conferences, and policy studies.

•

Egalitarian multilingualism would handle the issues of allochthonous minorities:
migrants, guest workers, returning servicemen from former colonies, refugees,
emigrants, and transmigrants. Egalitarian multilingualism should thus guarantee
identities for the 32 million linguistic minorities and 20 million historical
minorities of Europe's 320million population as of 1997 (Emenanjo, 2016).
Therefore, always in the world, new national identities must bear in mind the

dividends of egalitarian multilingualism and multiculturalism and stress the functional
differentiation and diversity of languages. They must not yield to the chauvinistic
tendencies resulting from traditional nationalism. With egalitarian multilingualism
practiced in Europe, the French should remain French in the EU without suppressing the
regional languages in France – Occitan, Catalan, Basque, Corsican, Breton, Flemish, the
Alsatian variety of German (Emenanjo, 2016).
•

Egalitarian multilingualism would prevent assimilationist tendencies such as: the
absorption of Welsh, Scottish and Gaelic in Great Britain, Breton in France,
Frisian in the Netherlands, and Sorbic in East-Elbian Germany and the very many
small minority languages in all parts of Nigeria.
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•

Egalitarian multilingualism would stem language death, reverse language shift
and respect language loyalty. It is estimated that in Canada before the Europeans
came and before the country adopted a rigid bilingual policy in two exogenous
(originating externally) European languages, there were 450 Aboriginal languages
and dialects, in eleven language families. By the late 1970s only some 60
Aboriginal languages were still identified in the same eleven language families. In
1982, of the 60 languages, only three had more than 5000 speakers, which is the
cut-off population for languages in danger of dying (Emenanjo, 2016).

Finally, egalitarian multilingualism captures fully the spirit behind the universal
declarations of human rights, of the rights of persons belonging to national, ethnic
religious and linguistic minorities, and of linguistic rights.
Gaps in the Literature
While most of the scholars find English language as a threat to the development
and vitality of the Nigerian indigenous languages, Adepoju (2019) is the only scholar that
recommends that English should be the medium of instructions at all levels of education.
However, he wants the government to enforce its implementation uniformly at both
private and public schools. He argues that the reality is that most Nigerian parents value
English rather than MT as the medium of instructions and
the children who are targeted by the government policy on mother tongue usage
prefer to pray in the English language, interact in English, attend religious
services conducted in English, prefer cartoons and plays/films in English, do not
listen to ‘local’ radio or television stations, and celebrate their birthdays in
English (p. 214).
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Furthermore, Adepoju (2019) points out that in today’s Nigeria, “English is
deemed the key to respect, social acceptance and well-paid employment, among other
social mobility” (p. 214). Therefore, he believes that the government is alone in its MTE
policy and ideologies, which run counter to the desires of its citizens (Adepoju, p. 215).
However, I disagree with Adepoju’s (2019) reasoning that English should be the
only medium of instruction, but I do agree with Ibrahim and Gwandu (2016) that “the
prominence of English and its recognition as language of unity in Nigeria is endangering
the Nigerian languages” (p. 9). To preserve the minority languages, the present colonial
language ideologies in MTE policy need to be revised. For example, MT should be
included along with English as the languages of instruction in all levels of our education.
The Nigerian government should adequately fund language committees for the
reassessment and the implementation of the MTE. They need to make a concerted effort
to recruit and retrain teachers to change their overall attitude toward teaching Nigerian
languages. The government should promote the study of Nigerian languages at the
tertiary level and should “make teaching profession worthy of entering by remunerating
teachers and by so doing attract young graduates to the profession” (Ihemere, 2009, p.
129).
Presently, government officials and researchers have very little if any interaction.
Policymakers often do not seem to be aware of recent research findings let alone adopting
them in their policies. Also lacking is the practice of commissioning language of
instruction studies to leading researchers in the area, as is witnessed in South Africa,
Ethiopia and several other parts of Africa aimed at adopting MTE best practices.
Researchers must now improve their relationship with politicians and schools by
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collaborating with both groups if they want the results of their findings to count.
Politicians on their part must ensure that they use the best and most innovative research
findings to inform MTE policymaking. It is only when researchers, policymakers, and
teachers cooperate that the results of research findings can be put to practical use in the
classroom (Igboanusi & Peter, 2016).
Considering the roles of political ethnicity, discriminatory citizenship, parents’
high perception of English and their seeming lack of interest in MTE, only a language
education policy that is uniformly practiced for all schools in Nigeria, can restore
effective MTE in the country. Given the global impact of English, MTE policy that
includes the use of both MTs and English as mediums of instruction, rather than as
alternatives, which is in line with the practice of effective MTE, should be implemented
across the country. Policies on the MTE are supposed to be binding on both public and
private schools (Igboanusi & Peter, 2016).
The increasing rejection of MTE in Nigeria, despite the positive
research findings of its benefits, is an indication that research findings are no longer
sufficient to bring improvement in MTE. For educational reforms aimed at restoring
effective MTE, time has come for advocacy and the collaboration between politicians,
researchers, teachers, and parents (Igboanusi & Peter, 2016).
Favoring the English language above the indigenous languages, most especially in
education, is nothing but linguistic imperialism. The Nigerian languages must be used to
decolonize our educational system and re-humanize the citizens. Furthermore, since it
was through the school system that the status of the indigenous languages has been
diminished and consequently undervalued, education must be the primary tool for
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resuscitating these languages and reawakening the consciousness of citizens to cherish
them (Ugwu, 2020).
Moreover, since teachers have been used to shift the attention of children from
their MTs to English, teachers must also be the agents for reversing such trend.
Achieving this is not going to be easy. It calls for a “linguistic battle” between the
oppressed and the oppressors, the power, and the pen (Ugwu, 2020). However, this call
does not translate into denying the citizens access to English language, which remains the
national language, a lingua franca, and the world language. What is needed, rather, is
effective MTE where the indigenous languages and English can be jointly recognized and
used to deliver quality education. Thus, the road to achieving sustainable development
would be opened to all Nigerians (Ugwu, 2020).
Obviously, the linguistic picture of Nigeria is very complicated with over 600
indigenous languages. However, her language policy recognizes only three major
languages, Hausa, Yoruba, and Igbo. These three languages have enjoyed a lot of
government patronage to the detriment of other minority languages. The terms ‘majority’
and ‘minority’ are official terms used to describe Nigerian languages. This kind of
dichotomy in classification is not very healthy. Every language has a right to be
developed, no matter the number of its speakers (Udoh, 2016).
Since globalization involves basically some interactions which can be shared or
colonized. Nigerians should participate by sharing and to resist colonization. Nigerians
have a rich cultural heritage that are mainly in intangible forms. Language is a crucial
medium of both storage and transmission of our cultural heritage, a heritage that is as
diverse as Nigerian languages. The uniqueness of these languages needs to be preserved
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even in the kind of sharing that globalization involves. These languages need to be
empowered through a conscious effort of development, so that they can be properly
positioned to take part in the current globalization revolution. If Nigerian languages are
left out of this revolution, then the other languages that are currently being empowered
will end up colonizing those of Nigerian languages that are not being attended to now
(Udoh, 2016).
Empowering Nigerian indigenous languages should begin with the documentation
and description of these languages, which should be systematically done based on a
database that is constantly updated. This can be stored in archives which can be accessed
easily to ease comparative works and further development of these languages, in all
areas, especially in conformity with global information infrastructure. The Open
Language Archive Community (OLAC) is opened to all linguists who have documents to
share. The OLAC community will benefit very much from such records of the diverse but
unique languages of Nigeria and the languages stored in the archives will be preserved
(Udoh, 2016).
Conclusion
This literature review discussed Nigeria’s colonial background, her current
linguistic context, and her colonial language ideologies on MTE in existing scholarly
research and literature relevant to her MTE. The discussion revealed that Nigeria has a
very complex language situation with linguistic inequality ranging from the three major
languages, Hausa, Igbo, and Yoruba, having more than 20 million speakers each and
about 500 other minor languages with some of them having less than 100 speakers
(Ihemere, 2009; Blench, 2002; Udoh, 2016). However, English has remained the
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dominant, single most important and prestigious language (Agheyisi, 1984). The English
language was the only medium of education until the colonial language ideologized MTE
policy, promulgated in 1977, revised till 2004, advocated for a MTE that uses Nigerian
indigenous languages as mediums of instruction in the pre-primary and the first three
years of primary education (Ibrahim & Gwandu, 2016). Yet, the MTE policy is not being
followed nor implemented uniformly throughout the country.
Scholars, such as Enaikele (2014), Emenanjo (2016), Ibrahim and Gwandu
(2016), investigated the effectiveness of the use of MTE as laid out in the Nigerian Policy
on Education and had come up with similar findings, conclusions, and recommendations.
Some of these findings are the following: 1) students prefer to be taught in English even
though they demonstrate more passion for learning in their indigenous languages
(Enaikele, 2014; Ibrahim & Gwandu, 2016); 2) parents desire that their children’s
medium of instruction should be in English because they believe that English is the key
to well-paid employment and social mobility (Adepoju, 2019; Ibrahim & Gwandu, 2016);
3) teachers prefer to teach in English even when it does not come as natural to them as
their indigenous languages (Ibrahim & Gwandu, 2016); 4) the government has not taken
the implementation or the enforcement of the provisions of the MTE seriously
(Emenanjo, 2016); 5) there are not enough competent teachers to handle school subjects
in the indigenous languages (Ibrahim & Gwandu, 2016; Emenanjo, 2016); and 6) there
are no adequate textbooks and other relevant teaching materials in the indigenous
languages (Ibrahim & Gwandu, 2016).
Adepoju (2019) is one scholar that concluded that English should be the only
medium of instructions at all levels of education because the MTE’s adoption of
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indigenous languages or mother tongue is at variance with the citizen’s desire. However,
most scholars, such as Enaikele (2014), Emenanjo (2016), Ibrahim and Gwandu (2016),
Agbedo, Krisagbedo, and Eze (2012), agreed that the English language is currently
serving as a national and international language and thus can continue to function as
such. Nevertheless, they also recommended that the government should take the
following actions: to fully develop more educational resources and orthographies of
indigenous languages to meet educational demands of multilingual education; to enforce
the multilingual provisions in all sectors of education; to adequately fund the
implementation of the MTE; to recruit and retrain teachers to change their attitude toward
teaching in indigenous languages; and to adequately remunerate teachers to attract young
graduates to this worthy profession (Ibrahim & Gwandu, 2016; Ansre, 1976; Ihemere,
2009; Emenanjo, 2016; Udoh, 2016). Other scholars, such as Igboanusi and Peter (2016),
Ugwu (2020), and Udoh (2016) recommended that experts in the field of language should
intensify their efforts in the codification and description of indigenous languages
(Igboanusi & Peter, 2016; Ugwu, 2020; Udoh, 2016) which should be stored in a global
information database such as OLAC, where they can be accessed easily, shared, and
preserved (Udoh, 2016).
The common theme in most of the previous research is the adoption of egalitarian
multilingualism which allows for the co-existence of English and all the indigenous
languages in the country, no matter their number of speakers, to be used as media of
instruction in education and in politics (Emenanjo, 2016; Ibrahim & Gwandu, 2016;
Ansre, 1976; Ihemere, 2009; Udoh, 2016). Egalitarian multilingualism is in line with
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universal declarations of human rights and linguistic rights and campaigns for minority
rights directed by United Nations and UNESCO.
Future research should be on the practice of commissioning languages of
instruction studies to leading researchers (Igboanusi & Peter, 2016). However, there is a
need for dialog between researchers, government officials, schools, and parents.
Improving the relationship, communication, and collaboration among these groups will
ensure that policymakers adopt the best and innovative research findings into their MTE
policies that teachers can put into practical use in the classrooms (Igboanusi & Peter,
2016).
Ultimately, Nigerians themselves need to decolonize their minds and be eager to
accept their MT and English side by side in their education. Decolonization of Nigerian
minds will help them become free of their colonial past trap. It will help them reach their
full potentials as human beings, prideful of their cultural and language heritage and
capable of determining their own destiny amid the world forces.
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CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY
Introduction
This chapter consists of eleven sections. The first section restates the purpose of
the study. The second section outlines the research questions. The third section describes
the research design which provides brief explanation and rational for the selected
approach. The fourth section identifies the research participants including the inclusion
criteria, population language characteristics, sampling methodologies for data collection,
and data. The fifth section describes the instrumentation for the study. The sixth section
introduces the Nigerian validity experts. The seventh section presents the validity panel.
The eighth section describes the construct validity. The ninth section reports the consent
protocol for protection of human subjects. The tenth section outlines the study’s measures
and the reliability of the measures. Finally, the eleventh section specifies the statistical
techniques used for data analysis.
Restatement of Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this survey research was to investigate how adult Nigerians
around the world, who have been deprived of using their mother tongues (MTs) in their
education, reflect on their past experiences with colonial language ideologies received in
school. Also, the study explored how these past experiences have shaped Nigerians’
perspectives on mother tongue (MT) and mother tongue education (MTE). Moreover, the
study aimed to help raise the awareness of these Nigerians about the value of MT in
families, in schools, and how children should be multilingual for language maintenance.
Furthermore, the goal of this study was to support the MTE movement that would help
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give voice to Nigerians and might help influence the Nigerian government, policy
makers, researchers, and educators to include Nigerian MTs and English side by side as
mediums of instruction in all levels of Nigerian education to prevent language loss and
linguicide. Ultimately, the study might support the adoption of egalitarian
multilingualism (Emenanjo, 1985), a form of bilingualism which allows for the coexistence of English and all the indigenous languages or MTs in Nigeria to be used as
mediums of instruction in education, politics, and for cultural preservation.
Research Questions
These research questions were important to provide answers that would be useful
for learning about the study participants’ perspectives on MT and MTE. The questions
were:
1. To what extent a) did Nigerians receive colonial language ideologies about their
MT when they were in school, b) do they have positive MT Identity, c) do they
have experience using their MT, and d) do they believe that Nigerian students
should use their MTs as mediums of instruction and do they have perspectives on
MTE?
2. Do Nigerians differ in a) the colonial language ideologies they received in school
b) their MT identity, c) their experience using their MT, and d) their perspectives
on current and future MTE in school by
i.

age,

ii.

MT spoken, and

iii.

whether they speak their MT with their children?
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3. Are there relationships between a) the colonial language ideologies Nigerians
received about their MT in school, b) their MT Identity, c) their experience using
their MT, and d) their beliefs about MTE?
Research Design
This study used a survey research design. Education researchers employ this
survey methodology because it is a powerful research strategy that is well-suited for
exploring challenging problems in education. It helps scholars learn from the experiences
of others by allowing them to explore community interests as well as identify important
beliefs and attitudes embodied in individual experiences. For example, education
researchers use survey research to determine individual opinions about policy issues,
such as whether students need a choice of using mother tongue side-by-side with the
language of the state (i.e., national or official language) or using the language of the state
alone as medium of education instructions, as in the case of my research.
Survey research in education can be traced back to 1817 when Marc Antoine
Jullien de Paris designed a 34-page international survey of national education systems
(De Landsheere, 1988). Then in 1890s, G. Stanley Hall surveyed children, and in 1907,
the Pittsburg Survey examined educational issues ranging from educational planning for
school buildings to issues of children in classrooms who are slow learners (Bogdan &
Biklen, 1998). By the mid-20th century, the U. S. Department of Agriculture established
standardized questions through surveys and Likert scale (e.g., strongly agree to strongly
disagree) was developed. In addition, guidelines were written for writing clear questions,
standardizing interviewing questions, training interviewers, and checking for consistency
among interviewers (Fowler, 2014).
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The two basic types of research surveys are cross-sectional and longitudinal.
Cross-sectional designs are used to collect data about current attitudes, opinions, or
beliefs. Longitudinal designs are used to study individuals over time. A cross-sectional
survey design is the most popular form used in education and is the form employed in
this research. Also, the cross-sectional survey research is the most appropriate for this
study because the location of Nigerians in this study were geographically dispersed.
Participants
Inclusion Criteria
The participants in this dissertation study were adult Nigerians, who used some
MT or MT and English or only English as mediums of instructions at various levels of
their primary and secondary education and have experienced schooling with negative
colonial ideologies. To meet the criteria as participants in this study, the participants
must: (1) self-identified as Nigerians, (2) be 18 years old or over, and (3) have at least a
primary or secondary school education in Nigeria. These qualifiers helped to specifically
identify the link between the colonial language ideologies and Nigerians’ perspectives on
their MT and MTE.
Population Language Characteristics
As mentioned earlier in Chapter II, Nigeria has over 600 languages (Ethnologue,
2017; Blench, 2002) and English is the national and the official language. However,
Nigeria is a country with conspicuous indigenous language inequality, ranging from the
dominant languages Yoruba, Igbo, and Hausa, each with at least 20 million speakers to
very small languages such as: Auyokama, Bade, and Faliof, each spoken by scarcely 100
people (Ihemere, 2009; Blench, 2002; Udoh, 2016). Therefore, Yoruba in the southwest,
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Igbo in the southeast, and Hausa in the north are recognized as regional major languages
(Ibrahim & Gwandu, 2016).
Sampling Methodologies for Data Collection
The methodologies used to collect data were limited to as many Nigerians as
possible (194) that were willing to participate and fully respond to the online
questionnaire. Most of the participants were recruited through emails and social media
(mostly WhatsApp) and a few (20) through snowball sampling. Snowball sampling is
where research participants recruit other participants for a study.
The 22 survey questions were entered into the online survey software, Qualtrics.
The link to the survey was emailed and posted on WhatsApp to 200 participants already
identified. Emailing and posting the link to the study participants is a convenient way to
reach a geographically dispersed sample of a population since the participants of this
study are highly dispersed geographically in different countries around the world.
Emailing and posting the link is economical and facilitate quick data collection. Also,
repeated contacts through phone calls and texting were made to ensure a high response
rate.
The online survey included an introductory section or a cover letter, which was
identical to the consent form, explaining the purpose of the survey, an explanation of the
confidentiality of the research, the general time commitment, and the deadline to
complete the survey. Also, it respectfully requested participants’ voluntary participation.
Once the research participants agreed to participate in the study, they continued on to
complete the survey or they exited the survey. Finally, the cover letter indicated that the
research findings would be shared with the participants if they wished to know. After
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completion of the survey, responses were automatically recorded in Qualtrics, and
respondents were thanked for their participation at the completion of the survey.
Data
There were 194 self-identified adult Nigerians, who used some MT or MT and
English or only English as mediums of instructions at various levels of their primary and
secondary education who participated in this study. Of these participants, 139 completed
the questionnaire items fully and had their primary and or secondary education in
Nigeria. Therefore, the findings of these research were based on these 139 participants.
Table 1 shows the participants by age, gender, MT spoken, and whether MT is spoken
with children or not.
From Table 1, 7 (5%) of these participants were between ages 18 and 30 years
old; 45 (32%) were between ages 31 and 50 years old; 82 (59%) were between ages 51
and 70 years old; and 5 (4%) were 71 years old and above. Also, 63 (45%) were female
and 76 (55%) were male. There was no other gender reported. In addition, the majority of
these participants’ MT was Yoruba, 119 (86%). The rest were Igbo 7 (5%), Hausa 3
(2%), Edo 3 (2%), Ishan 2 (1%), Calabar 1(1%), Ogba 1 (1%), and Nembe 1 (1%).
Moreover, of these participants, 83 (60%) reported that they spoke their MT with their
children and 56 (40%) did not speak their MT with their children.
Furthermore, 70 (50%) of these participants lived in the United States, 55 (40%)
in Nigeria, 11 (8%) in England, 2 (1%) in Canada, and 1 (1%) in France. However, 138
(99%) of these participants had their primary education in Nigeria and only one
participant 1 (1%) in England. Similarly, 137 (99%) had secondary education in Nigeria
and only two (1%) of the participants had secondary education in the United States and
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Table 1
Demographic Characteristic of Participants (n=139)
n

%

18 – 30 years old

7

5

31 – 50 years old

45

32

51 – 70 years old

82

59

70 and above

5

4

Female

63

45

Male

76

55

119

86

Igbo

7

5

Hausa

3

2

Edo

3

2

Ishan

2

1

Calabar

1

1

Ogba

1

1

Nembe

1

1

Yes

83

60

No

56

40

Age group

Gender

MT spoken
Yoruba

MT spoken with children

66

67
n

%

Nigeria

55

40

U.S.A.

70

50

England

11

8

France

2

1

Canada

1

1

Nigeria

138

99

England

1

1

Country of residence

Primary school education

Secondary school education
Nigeria

137

99

2

1

High school

3

2

Some college

3

2

College

46

33

Master’s degree or equivalent

65

47

Doctoral/Post-Doctoral degree

22

16

USA and Canada
Highest level of education

Note. Percentages are rounded to whole numbers.

Canada. Overall, this group of participants was well educated:136 (98%) had college
education. Of these, 22 (16%) had doctoral or post-doctoral degree; 65 (47%) had
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master’s degree or equivalent; 46 (33%) had college degree; 3(2%) had some college
education. Only 3(2%) had only high school education.
Instrumentation
The survey instrument was a questionnaire developed with Qualtrics, an online
survey tool. The 22 survey items (18 quantitative closed multiple choice and four
qualitative open-ended) correlated with the study’s research questions and helped collect
data to answer the research questions. The survey items were divided into five themes or
constructs: Background Information, MT Experience, Colonial Language Ideologies,
Positive MT Identity, and Perspectives on MTE. Refer to Appendix A for the Survey
Development Table, developed by themes/constructs, items, and responses. Also, refer to
Appendix B for the actual survey from Qualtrics.
Nigerian Validity Experts
The Nigerian Validity Experts were used to validate the survey items in terms of
Nigerians’ perspectives on MT and MTE based on measuring the following constructs:
Background Information, MT Experience, Colonial Language Ideologies, Positive MT
Identities, and Nigerians’ Perspectives on MTE. These items were given to three
Nigerians (in August and September 2021) to think aloud while answering all the items in
the survey. These Nigerians were Dr. Herbert Igboanusi, a linguistics professor at
University of Ibadan, Nigeria; Dr. Aluya Oseghale, a Nigerian medical researcher at
Stanford University; and Mrs. Iyabo Fadirepo, a retired Nigerian secondary (high) school
principal who now resides in the U.S. They were to write down their comments about any
confusing or misleading questions so that I can refine the question items.
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These Nigerians gave useful feedback on every item under each construct,
advised on the choices of the response sets, and made some suggestions to clarify some
statements. For example, they suggested that I should include the Nigerian perspective of
“primary schools, secondary schools, and tertiary institutions” with the American
perspective of “grade schools, high schools, and colleges and universities.” Also, they
advised that in Nigeria, respondents do not like disclosing their real age and therefore, I
should provide a range option for their ages. In addition, the three Nigerians all advised
me to put the background information construct before any other construct in the
questionnaire. Accordingly, I have modified the questionnaire items to reflect their
suggestions. Lastly, they identified and corrected the items that were confusing and added
items that would benefit from a different set of responses, which will help respondents
give clearer responses to the research questions.
Validity Panel
The validity panel ensured that the survey items in the questionnaire measure as
intended the participants’ attitudes, opinions, and beliefs about their perspectives on their
MTs and MTE. Also, the validity panel performed face validity and content validity of
the survey items by making sure that the questions were easy to read and understandable
and looked good to the participants. The validity panel consisted of the three members of
my dissertation committee. They were Dr. Nicola McClung, Associate Professor,
Department of Learning & Instruction, School of Education, University of San Francisco;
Dr. Sedique Popal, Professor and TESOL Program Coordinator, Department of
International and Multicultural Education, School of Education, University of San
Francisco; and Dr. Susan Katz, Professor Emerita, Department of International and
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Multicultural Education, School of Education, University of San Francisco. They met on
January 27, 2022.
Construct Validity
All the items of the survey measured the underlying research questions. Each
validity member conducted a Q-sort analysis by examining the clarity, reliability, and
semantic meaning of each item, sorting it with the constructs provided. Also, each
validity member performed face validity and content validity of the survey items by
making sure that the questions were easy to read and understandable and look good to the
participants. Furthermore, the response to each survey question/item within the five
themes/constructs of the survey can be correlated to the three research questions as
illustrated in the statistical techniques used for data analysis section. Therefore, the
survey items had construct validity, face validity, and content validity.
Protection of Human Subjects
Prior to sending an email with the survey link to participants, I applied for
approval to conduct the research from the Institutional Review Board for the Protection
of Human Subjects (IRB/ IRBPHS). The application required me to first complete the
Human Subject Research (HSR) basic course of the Collaborative Institutional Training
Initiative (CITI) program. Please refer to Appendix C for the CITI Program Completion
Diploma. I submitted the application to the IRB Mentor site after the approval of the
Validity Panel. The application was reviewed and approved by the chair of the
Institutional Review Board for the Protection of Human subjects (IRBPHS) at the
University of San Francisco on March 8, 2022. Appendix D contains a copy of the
IRBPHS approval notice.
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After the application was approved and prior to the commencement of the study, a
list of about 200 randomly selected potential participants from social networks of
Nigerian adults was made and the consent form to participate in a research study was sent
to them. Then the survey link was sent to those participants who consented to participate
in the research study. Also, these participants helped send the consent form and the link
of the online survey to other individuals who matched the participants’ criteria, as part of
a snowball procedure to recruit participants (Creswell & Poth, 2018).
Most importantly, all participants were adult Nigerians, who used some MT or
MT and English or only English as mediums of instructions at various levels of their
primary and secondary education. No individual identities were used in any reports or
publications resulting from this study. However, if participants wanted to know about the
findings and the results of the study, they were invited to provide their contact emails. I
kept all data and records confidential. Participation in the study was voluntary, and if any
participant felt uncomfortable answering any of the questions, they could withdraw from
the survey at any point. Please refer to Appendix E for a copy of the consent form.
Measures
Reliability
Coefficient alpha reliability or Cronbach’s alpha is a statistical index used to
evaluate the internal consistency of items in a measure, such as in the Likert rating scales.
For example, in this study, all the items that measure Fluency of MT (“I am fluent in
speaking my MT.” “I understand when other people speak my MT.” “I can read in my
MT” “I can write in my MT”) gave an alpha coefficient index of µ = .95, an excellent
index, which indicated higher reliability and showed that all the fluency items were
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interrelated and internally consistent. That is, the performance on any one item could
predict the performance on each of the remaining items. However, for the three
composite variables in this study: MT Experience, Colonial Language Ideologies, and
Positive MT Identity, the Cronbach’s alphas were: µ = .82, µ =.81, and µ = .85
respectively, which were good and high indices of internal consistencies.
The variables in this study were as follows:
MT Experience: composite variable for participant’s experience using their MT. This
variable was created by taking the row sum of the points (or scores) for each item as
follows:
•

Frequency of speaking MT: “How often do you speak your MT?” (never = 1,
yearly = 2, monthly, =3, weekly = 4, daily = 5) (5)

•

Fluency of MT: To what extent do you agree with the statements below? I am
fluent in speaking my MT” (strongly disagree =1, disagree = 2, agree =3,
strongly agree =4) (4); I understand when other people speak my MT (strongly
disagree = 1, disagree = 2, agree =3, strongly agree =4) (4); I can read in my MT
(strongly disagree =1, disagree = 2, agree =3, strongly agree =4) (4); and I can
write in my MT (strongly disagree = 0, disagree = 1, agree = 3, strongly agree
=4) (4); (16)

•

Highest level of MT education: “What was your highest level of MT education?”
(none = 1, other = 2, preschool =3, primary school = 4, secondary school = 5,
tertiary school = 6) (6)

•

People spoken MT with: “With whom do/did you speak your MT with?” (One
point for each person indicated spoken with, except children because that was a
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separate variable of interest): spouse, parent, aunts and uncles, friends, siblings,
people at social gatherings, people at religious gatherings, teachers, deceased
relatives, other (10)
The scores ranged from 6 to 37. Cronbach alpha was good: µ = .82.
Colonial Language Ideologies: composite variable for participant’s messages/ideologies
received about MT in school. This variable was created by taking the row mean of the
response options: strongly disagree = 1, disagree = 2, agree = 3, strongly agree = 4, to the
following items:
•

My MT was an inferior, low status, and informal language,

•

My MT was a valuable, important language of culture,

•

My MT had higher status than English,

•

My MT was considered as important as English,

•

English had higher status than my MT.

Scores ranged from 1 to 4. Cronbach’s alpha was good: µ = .81
Positive MT Identity: composite variable for participant’s De/colonized MT identities.
This variable was created by taking the row mean of the response options: strongly
disagree = 1, disagree = 2, agree = 3, strongly agree = 4, to the following items:
•

I am proud of my MT,

•

My MT is an important part of my Nigerian heritage and identity,

•

My MT uniquely enhances my understanding of the world.

Scores ranged from 1 to 4. Cronbach’s alpha was good: µ = .85
Perspectives on MTE: was measured with the following four variables, which were
considered separately:
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•

Levels of MT Taught: was measured by “At what levels should students have
bilingual education in English and their mother tongue (MT) or the language of
their local environment?” (Preschool=6, Preschool through primary school=7,
Preschool through secondary school=8, Preschool through university=9, Students
should not be educated in MT, but they should be educated in English only=10)

•

Nigerian Cultural Language: This dichotomous variable was measured by
“What language should schools use to teach about Nigerian cultural heritage?”
(English only = 0, MT or Nigerian language with or without English=1)

•

School Linguistic Landscape: This dichotomous variable was measured by
“What language should schools use for school resources (books, computer
programs, signs, etc.) in Nigerian schools?” (English only = 0, MT or Nigerian
language with or without English=1)

•

School Events Language: This dichotomous variable was measured by “What
language should schools use for school assemblies and other events?” (English
only = 0, MT or Nigerian language with or without English=1)

Age: measured participant’s age range in years, in response to the question “What is your
age range?” Participants chose from the following age ranges “18 – 30”, “31 – 50”, “51 –
70”, “71 and above”
MT Spoken (Yoruba): Participants’ MT spoken. This dichotomous variable was
measured by this item: what is your MT? Participants responded by writing their MT.
MT spoken was coded 1 = Yoruba, 0 = non-Yoruba (Igbo, Hausa, and others).
Children: For this variable, the participants reported that they speak or did not speak
with their children. Note that some adult Nigerians may report that they spoke with their
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children when they did not have children of their own. This is because they have family
children. In Nigeria, there is a cultural practice that believes that every child can be cared
for by any member of his or her extended family. However, in this study, most
participants have children of their own. This dichotomous variable was coded 1= speaks
with children, 0 = does not speak with children.
Open Responses: There were open responses to the following four questions:
•

In your own words, describe anything else you would like to add about your
experiences using your MT?

•

In your own words, expand on your responses above related to the messages you
received in school about the value of your MT?

•

In your own words, how does your MT relate to your identity?

•

Why do you think Nigerian languages should (or should not) be mediums of
instruction along with English for all subjects in Nigerian schools?

The qualitative responses to these four questions were grouped under the constructs
where the questions were asked. They were MT Experience, Colonial Language
Ideologies, Positive MT Identity, and Perspectives on MTE. Also, these responses were
used to illustrate and corroborate the quantitative responses.
Statistical Techniques for Data Analysis
Statistical techniques were used to show how the data collected answered the
research questions as follows:
Research Question One: To what extent a) did Nigerians receive Colonial Language
Ideologies about their MT when they were in school, b) do they have Positive MT
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Identity, c) do they have experience using their MT, and d) do they believe that
Nigerian students should be educated in their MT?
For the first three parts of this research question, summary statistics (mean,
standard deviation, and histograms) were used to examine the three composite variables:
Colonial Language Ideologies, Positive MT Identity, and MT Experience to see the
distributions of how participants responded. For the last part of this research question,
Perspectives on MTE, bar graphs were used to examine the percentage distributions of
how participants responded to the questions.
Research Question Two: Do Nigerians differ in a) the Colonial Language Ideologies
they received in school b) their MT identity, c) their experience using their MT, and
d) their perspectives on current and future MTE in school by
a. age,
b. MT spoken (Yoruba), and
c. whether they speak their MT with their children?
Using regression analysis and chi-square test, Colonial Language Ideologies, MT
Experience, Positive MT Identity, and Perspectives on MTE were regressed, and chisquare tested by age, MT spoken, and children (i.e., whether they speak their MT to their
children).
Research Question Three: Are there relationships among a) the Colonial Language
Ideologies Nigerians received about their MT in school, b) their MT Identity, c)
their experience using their MT, and d) their beliefs about MTE?
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Using correlation and regression analysis, the relationships among Colonial
Language Ideologies received in school, Positive MT Identity, MT Experience, and
Perspectives on MTE were examined.
Open Responses
The qualitative data for the open responses were used to illustrate the quantitative
findings.
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CHAPTER IV
THE RESEARCH FINDINGS
Introduction
This chapter reports the results of the data analysis for the three research
questions presented in this study. The data were collected from March 10, 2022, to April
4, 2022, through an online survey questionnaire developed with Qualtrics, an online
survey tool. The online survey consisted of 22 items grouped into five themes or
constructs: Background Information, MT Experience, Colonial Language Ideologies,
Positive MT Identity, and Perspectives on MTE. Out of these 22 survey items, 18 were
closed multiple choice questions and four were qualitative open-ended questions. Also,
out of 194 adult Nigerians who consented to participate and started the survey, 55
answered a few questions and did not have enough data to be part of the analyses of the
research questions. Therefore, the findings of this study were based on data from the
remaining 139 participants who completed the questionnaire items fully. The findings are
presented below.
Findings
Research Question One: To what extent a) did Nigerians receive colonial language
ideologies about their MT when they were in school, b) do they have Positive MT
Identity, c) do they have experience using their MT, and d) do they believe that
Nigerian students should use their MTs as mediums of instruction and do they have
Perspectives on MTE?
To answer the first three parts of this research question, summary statistics (mean,
standard deviation, and histogram) were used to examine the distributions of the three
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composite variables representing the participants’ responses to the extent they have
Colonial Language Ideologies, Positive MT Identity, and MT Experience.
Table 2 summarizes the extent of the Colonial Language Ideologies the 139
participants received in school, their Positive MT Identity, and their MT Experience. The
last column shows the Cronbach’s alphas (i.e., indices of internal consistencies) of these
composite variables: µ = .81, µ =.85, and µ = .82 respectively, which were good and
high indices of internal consistencies.
Table 2
Mean, Standard Deviation, and Cronbach’s alpha for the Composite Variables
Variable a

M

SD

Min

Max

Cronbach’s
alpha

Colonial Language Ideologies

2.43

0.77

1

4

0.81

Positive MT Identity

3.71

0.54

1

4

0.85

29.79

5.89

6

37

0.82

MT Experience

Note. a N = 139 observations for each variable

Colonial Language Ideologies
As a group, most of the participants experienced moderately high (M = 2.43) or
more Colonial Language Ideologies suggesting that on average, most participants tended
to agree they had received negative messages about their MT. The variability or the
Standard Deviation (SD = 0.77) of Colonial Language Ideologies received was
significantly large. That is, the participants experienced a wide range of Colonial
Language Ideologies in school such that some participants experienced fewer Colonial
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Language Ideologies with minimum value being 1, while others experienced a lot of
Colonial Language Ideologies with maximum value being 4. However, majority of them
received moderately high Colonial Language Ideologies and in-between the minimum
and the maximum values. Figure 1 is the histogram of the distribution which is peaked at
the mean (2.43) and spreads on both sides of the mean.
Figure 1
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Qualitative Open-ended Responses for Colonial Language Ideologies. To
illustrate these results, some of the responses to the open-ended question for Colonial
Language Ideologies students received in school are arranged below from participants
who described receiving few to many messages. Overall, one reason for reporting fewer
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Colonial Language Ideologies was that their MT was valued in school. For example, one
participant reported, “My MT was valuable and appreciated.” Another participant
responded, “I was encouraged to speak and learn Yoruba, my MT.” Also, another reason
for receiving fewer negative messages about their MT was that the participants did not
speak MT in school, so they did not receive negative messages about it. For example, one
participant reported, “I didn’t speak my mother tongue in school because I had friends
who didn’t speak my MT hence the need to speak English language for uniformity.”
Thus, these participants appeared to experience fewer negative messages about their MTs
because their MTs were valued in school, or they just did not speak their MTs in school.
Next, participants who experienced moderately Colonial Language Ideologies
responded that there was some conditional or inconsistent acceptance of students MTs in
school (in language classes or in students’ social lives), yet MTs had lower status than
English, which was the official language of instruction, and notably these participants
were not consistently punished for speaking their MTs. For example, one participant
shared, “It [was] forbidden in class sessions only.” Yet, another participant mentioned,
“Although MT was not encouraged on the campus, [but] the school [had] it as a subject
in the curriculum along with [the] English language.” Still, another participant shared,
“English [might] have been exalted above my MT because all the classes were taught in
English but several periods a week were dedicated to teaching us Yoruba.” Likewise, the
same participant stated, “We were not allowed to speak Yoruba during classes, but I
[couldn’t] remember being restricted in the dormitory.” Furthermore, another participant
informed, “Well at some point in my school life speaking in my MT in school was
discouraged and sometimes we were punished, but it was not strictly enforced.”
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Similarly, one participant declared, “MT was expressly forbidden but we were not
punished.” Thus, these participants appeared to have experienced or received moderately
Colonial Language Ideologies because there were some or inconsistent acceptance of
students MTs in school even though MTs were still subordinated to English.
Finally, participants who received very high levels of Colonial Language
Ideologies reported that they were not allowed to speak their MTs at all and they were
often judged, humiliated, punished, and beaten for speaking in them. For example, one
participant shared, “My MT was considered a ‘vernacular’ and speaking it attracted
punishments like cutting of grass, [being] beaten with cane, and paying of penalties!”
Similarly, another participant informed, “Speaking in vernacular was a punishable
offence at school.” Yet, another participant reported, “We were not to speak vernacular
and my MT was one.” Still another participant stated, “Speaking my mother's tongue in
class then was met with punishment and scold (beaten).” Again, another participant
responded, “We were forbidden to speak our MTs while on the school premises. ln my
high school, l was punished (made to write 200 lines) because l was caught speaking my
MT on the school premises.” Likewise, a participant shared, “Mother tongue [was] not
promoted. In fact, people that spoke it were seen as uneducated.” Additionally, one
participant mentioned, “All subjects were taught in English. Examination was written in
English. Names of those who spoke MT were written, submitted to the class teacher, and
they were punished.” Overall, these participants appeared to have experienced very high
Colonial Language Ideologies or a lot of negative messages about their MTs because they
were judged, reprimanded, humiliated, beaten, and severely punished for speaking in
them.
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Positive MT Identity
Although most participants received many negative messages about their MTs,
they tended to have very high Positive MT Identities (M = 3.71, SD = 0.54). That is,
nearly all the participants exhibited very high Positive MT Identity (M = 3.71), almost
close to the maximum value of 4 and they exhibited less variability (SD = 0.54) of
Positive MT Identity as depicted in Figure 2, the histogram of the distribution of Positive
MT Identity, is skewed to the left suggesting that almost all the participants had very high
Positive MT Identity that is close to the maximum value.
Figure 2
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Qualitative Open-ended Responses for Positive MT Identity. Supporting these
results that participants exhibited very high Positive MT Identity are some of the open83
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ended responses reported by participants. Most participants described that they were
confident and proud of their MTs; and they identified with their MTs and cultural
heritage. For example, a participant shared, “I am a confident Nigerian because I speak
my MT very well. It identifies me as one.” Another participant informed, “I am quick to
identify with my heritage, I speak my MT very freely and anywhere I can get someone to
converse with. I AM PROUDLY YORUBA.” Thus, these participants were proud of
their MTs and cultural heritage.
Moreover, some participants’ identities incorporated fashion, resilience,
spirituality, identity, relationships, and philosophical aspects of their MT cultural
heritage. For example, one participant stated, “Dressing and fashion for special
occasions. Also, spirit to survive in a foreign land.” Another participant declared,
“Absolutely! My MT is the essence and expression of my identity as a human being and
my relation to my spirituality, faith, philosophical thought, culture, communication, and
social relation.” Yet, another participant described, “[My MT] is fundamental and
probably the most important identifier of my culture.” Again, another participant
explained, “[MT] is also a form of tribal relationship.” Still, another stated, “[My MT] is
the anchor of my being. It helps me connect with my community and people.” Similarly,
another participant reported, “[MT] makes you identify your tribe.” Also, a participant
declared, “[MT] reinforces my roots.” Likewise, one participant informed, “[My MT]
makes me proud and aware of where I come from.” Equally, one participant responded,
“My accent is related to my identity.” Additionally, one participant declared, “My MT is
my identity, period.” Thus, these participants identified strongly with their MTs, the
fashion, spirituality, philosophy, and the resilience of the culture.
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However, others described that they experienced identity-related tensions between
their MT cultures and influences from English and Western cultures. For example, one
participant explained, “My MT is definitely a major part of my identity … our identity
crisis is amplified because … the Western influences are strong in our society and hence
the crisis and conflicts.” Thus, this participant experienced some identity crisis.
Overall, these participants exhibited very high Positive MT Identities and were
very prideful of their MTs and cultural heritage notwithstanding the quantity of Colonial
Language Ideologies or negative messages about MTs they experienced or received in
school.
MT Experience
Similarly, this group of participants had very high MT Experience, which
suggests that they spoke their MTs often and in a variety of contexts. The mean (M =
29.79) from Table 2, means that most of the participants had very high MT Experience
that were very close to the maximum value of 37. The variability (SD = 5.89) was still
moderate, and Figure 3 shows the histogram of the distribution, which is also skewed to
the left suggesting that most of the participants’ MT Experience is close to the maximum
value.
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Figure 3
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Qualitative Open-ended Responses for MT Experience. To confirm these
results, some of the responses to the open-ended question about their MT experience are
below. The participants reported using their MTs in a variety of contexts in and out of
Nigeria such as in intercultural education, for spiritual rejuvenation and problem solving,
and for kinship communication and identity. For example, in intercultural education, one
participant reported,
I was a lecturer of Yoruba Language and developed a curriculum for the teaching
of Yoruba at San Francisco State University…I also pioneered the teaching of
Yoruba Language and Traditional Cultural practices at the Center for African and
African American Art and Culture, San Francisco, CA
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Another participant responded, “My mother tongue (MT) is Yoruba. It is easy to
comprehend and speak. ... Also, this has resulted to many non-Yoruba speakers becoming
Yoruba speakers.” Likewise, one participant informed, “I feel very much at home when I
meet people that speak my MT especially amongst persons that communicate in diverse
languages…” In essence, this group of participants had experiences in communicating in
their MTs and in teaching others their MTs and culture.
Also, some participants reported using MT for spiritual rejuvenation and problem
solving. One participant informed, “It’s regenerative to speak in MT and boosts speedy
facultative thinking.” Another participant responded, “Speaking my MT is the most
rewarding part of my daily communication. I have also trained myself to think in my MT
and this helped me largely to handle situations better.” This same participant added,
“Troubled and you need to pray, just do this in your MT and the difference is clear. I
praise God best in Yoruba. The experience is second to none.” This group of participants
had experiences in using their MT for cognitive thinking and spiritual renewal.
Finally, MT is used in the context of kinship communication, cultural identity,
and for expressing thoughts and feelings in linguistically and culturally unique ways. One
participant reported, “… this is to the advantage of the Yoruba speakers, particularly
when they want to present or discuss a matter and expressing their thoughts and emotions
in secret amidst non-mother-tongue speakers.” Another participant responded, “I love my
mother tongue and I am proud of it, and as such would want my children to have a solid
foundation in it, as we are being identified by our language.” Again, another participant
responded, “I feel comfortable speaking it and it is natural!!! I love my language--the
poetry, idiomatic expressions, proverbs, songs, and cultural dances. It links me to my
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heritage and lineage! It is deep!” Similarly, another participant explained, “My MT gives
room for positive communication within family members. There's more clarity in ideas,
values, culture that we share, there's more understanding in the message the receiver or
giver is trying to pass across.” Overall, these participants used their MT for personal and
tribal identity. They also used it to communicate confidential matters freely and
comfortably amongst family and tribal members in linguistically and culturally unique
ways in different settings.
Perspectives on MT Education
To answer the last part of this research question, d) to what extent do participants
believe that Nigerian students should use their MTs as mediums of instruction and to
what extent do they have Perspectives on MTE? Four bar graphs were used to examine
the percentage distributions of participants’ beliefs and Perspectives on MTE.
Figure 4 shows the bar graph of participants’ beliefs about what grade levels that
MTs (and English) should be used as mediums of instruction in Nigerian schools.
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Figure 4
Bar Graph Depicting the Percent of the Grade Levels that MTs (and English) Should be
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Used in Schools

Most of the participants believed that MTs (along with English) should be used as
mediums of instruction at different grade levels of education. About 20% believed that
MT should be used in preschool only, about 15% believed in preschool through primary,
about 27% believed in preschool through secondary, and the largest group, about 35%,
believed in preschool through university. Only a very small minority, about 3% believed
that MTs should not be used as mediums of educational instruction. These findings
suggest that Nigerians overwhelmingly support MTE.
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Next, Figure 5 shows the bar graph of participants’ perspectives on Nigerian
School Linguistic Landscape. That is, participants’ perspectives on what language that
schools should use for school resources (books, computer programs, signs, etc.) in
Nigerian schools. About 86% believed that schools should use MT and English while the
remaining 14% believed that English only should be used.
Figure 5
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Furthermore, Figure 6 shows the bar graph of participants’ perspectives on
Nigerian cultural language. That is, participants’ perspectives on what language schools
should use to teach about Nigerian cultural heritage in Nigerian schools. The majority,
about 96%, believed that MT and English should be used to teach while only about 4%
believed that English only should be used.
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Figure 6
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Finally, Figure 7 shows the bar graph of participants’ perspectives on School
Events Language. That is, participants’ perspectives on what language schools should use
for school assemblies and other events in Nigerian schools. Almost 92% believed that
MT with or without English should be used and only about 8% believed that English only
should be used.
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Figure 7
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Qualitative Open-ended Responses for Perspectives on MTE. Again, the
responses to the opened ended question for participants’ Perspectives on MTE delineated
these results. The participants gave different reasons why MTs should be used along with
English as mediums of instruction. Some of the reasons suggested were for better
understanding, easier learning, creative thinking, developing cultural pride and enhancing
cultural value. For example, one participant responded, “to allow for better
understanding of subjects taught.” Another participant stated, “to make education more
meaningful.” Yet, one participant reported, “to add balance to student’s learning” and
another participant informed, “to encourage and engender creative thinking and better
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understanding.” Similarly, one participant reported, “MT should be included into
teaching because the vocabulary becomes richer.” Also, one participant explained,
“Children taught in their MT not only get to know more about their heritage, but they
also get to understand the culture better and are able to bring changes when required.”
Likewise, one participant added, “it will also be difficult for anyone to call [their]
heritage inferior.” Therefore, these responses show that Nigerians believe in MTE as a
tool for developing cognitive thinking, learning vocabulary, enhancing general
understanding, heritage pride, and cultural knowledge and value.
Similarly, one participant believed that MTE is the best tool for communication
and for transferring knowledge and cultural wisdom. This participant reported,
contrary to the assumption and notion that only the English language should be
the main means of communication and education, it has been proven through
research, observation, and scholarship that the MT represents the best primordial
means of transferring knowledge. Chinese, Japanese, and other aboriginal
languages including the native languages of Africa have proven that the MT is a
more important factor and measurement of intelligence and assimilation of one's
cultural wisdom, experience, and social environment.
Thus, this participant believed that MTE is a tool for transferring knowledge and cultural
wisdom.
Likewise, some participants believed that MT is related to cognitive thinking,
cultural history, and personal, national, and cultural identities. For example, one
participant reported, “Language and how one thinks are very related.” This same
participant also stated, “one's history and culture are deeply embedded in one's MT.
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Depriving one of knowledge and understanding of one's MT is like cutting one off from
his history and identity which can gravely lower one's sense of self.” Another participant
responded, “It’s time for Nigerians to start appreciating their culture.” Likewise, a
participant reported, “students should be fluent in both [MT and English].” Again,
another participant responded, “[MTE] enhances national development.” Overall, this
group of participants believed that MTE enhances development of self and national
identities, cognitive thinking, cultural history, and cultural identity.
Furthermore, some participants believed that MTE boosts language and cultural
preservations and values. As one participant reported, “I believe that MT will help
preserve Nigerian culture, especially as the country continues to westernize.” This same
participant continued, “I don't want Yoruba, or any of the other Nigerian languages, to
become dead, like in Brazil, where many enslaved Yoruba people were taken.” Another
participant responded, “While it makes sense to teach [children] English, … I believe that
they can also learn their MT, just like Hispanic people do here in the US.” Yet another
participant stated, “When we uphold English over our MT, this sends a message to other
people that our MT is not valuable or legitimate.” Likewise, one participant informed, “I
believe that Yoruba is a beautiful language that needs to be appreciated. There should be
more literature written in the MT.” Thus, these participants believed that MTE would
enhance cultural preservations, MT values, MT beauty, MT legitimacy, and MT
appreciation.
Ultimately, some participants believed that MTE would improve both local and
international communications because students will be educated in both their local MTs
and in the global English language. For example, one participant responded, “The world
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is global now and children will grow to be adults who should be able to integrate across
the world but also return to their hometown to socialize.” Another participant reported,
“Nigerian languages and along with English should be mediums of instruction for better
understanding because whatever that is explained in their MTs cannot be forgotten.” The
same participant also reported that MTE “makes it very [easy] for students to express
themselves during classes and to relate with their parents what they learned in school.”
Thus, these participants believed that MTE would enhance learning and communication
with friends, relatives, and businesses around the world.
From the findings for Research Question One, overall, Nigerians experienced a
wide range of Colonial Language Ideologies or negatives messages in school, ranging
from fewer to many. However, most Nigerians tend to have very high Positive MT
Identities. Similarly, more Nigerians were highly experienced using their MT in a variety
of contexts. They used their MTs for intercultural education, spiritual restoration,
problem solving, kinship communication, and personal and cultural identity, and with
children, parents, siblings, other family members, friends, and in community with others.
Likewise, Nigerians had overwhelming support for MTE. They believed that MT should
be used along with English at grade levels in Nigerian education. Finally, Nigerians
believed that MT (with or without English) should be used for Nigerian school linguistic
landscape or Nigerian school resources (books, computer programs, signs, etc.), for
cultural education, and for Nigerian school events language.
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Research Question Two: Do Nigerians differ in a) the colonial language ideologies
they received in school b) their MT identity, c) their experience using their MT, and
d) their perspectives on current and future MTE in school by
i.

age,

ii.

MT spoken, and

iii.

whether they speak their MT with their children?

To answer parts a, b, and c of this research question, first, regression analyses
were used to compare the differences in Colonial Language Ideologies participants
received in school, their MT Identity, and their MT Experience by age (18 - 30, 31-50,
51-70, 71 and above), MT spoken (Yoruba or non-Yoruba), and children (whether they
spoke their MT with their children or not) (see Tables 3 to 5).
Next, boxplots were used to visually display the distributions of the outcome
variables: Colonial Language Ideologies received, MT Identity, and MT Experience by
the predictor variables: age, MT spoken (Yoruba or non-Yoruba), and children (whether
they spoke their MT with their children or not) (see Figures 8 to 16).
Finally, for part d, Chi-Square tests were used to test whether significant
relationships exist between the choices of language chosen by the participants for the
school linguistic landscape and school events by age, MT spoken (Yoruba), and children
(whether they spoke their MTs with their children or not) (see Tables 6 to 8).
Age
Table 3 summarizes three different regression analyses results for Colonial
Language Ideologies, MT Identity, and MT Experience on age. In Table 3, the predictor
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variable, age, was entered into the analyses as a set of dummy variables with the
reference as 18 - 30 years old.
From Table 3, the results showed that as age increases, Colonial Language
Ideologies decreases with borderline significance with the model p value or goodness of
fit, (p = .06). That is, age was not significantly related to the quantity of negative
messages received in school. However, a large proportion of 31 to 50 years old agreed
that they had received some negative messages about their MT than most of the 51 to 70
years old and 71 years old and above. Moreover, age was statistically significantly and
positively correlated with MT Identity with the model p value or goodness of fit (p =
.02). However, individual age groups had p values (p > .05). In contrast, age was not
statistically significantly related to MT Experience with the model p value or goodness of
fit (p = .50).
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Table 3
Individual Regression Analyses of Colonial Language Ideologies, MT Identity, and MT
Experience on Age
Colonial Language Ideologies

MT Identity

MT Experience

Age
R2

0.05

0.07

0.02

Goodness-of-fit

0.06

0.02

0.50

31-50

0.23

0.12

2.24

51-70

-0.08

0.37+

3.00

71 and above

-0.55

0.57+

4.46

18-30 (Intercept)

2.43***

3.43***

27.14***

Note. Reference group: 18-30 years old.
+p < .08. *p < .05. **p < .01. ***p < .001. N = 139.

Figure 8, the boxplots of the distributions of Colonial Language Ideologies by age
groups (18 - 30, 31-50, 51-70, 71 and above), confirms the above regression analyses.
The 31-50 years old Nigerians tended to have received more Colonial Language
Ideologies than the other age groups.
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Also, in Figure 9, the boxplots of the distributions of positive MT identity by age,
show that all age groups had very high positive MT identity. Interestingly, overall, the
31-50 years old Nigerians tended to have the lowest Positive MT Identities compared to
the other age groups.
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Again, the box plots of MT experience by age in Figure 10 show that all the age
groups had high values of MT experience, which confirm the results in Table 3. Even
though age was not statistically related to MT experience, there was a pattern that MT
experience increased among participants as age increased.
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Figure 10
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Mother Tongue Spoken
Likewise, Table 4 summarizes three different regression analyses results for
Colonial Language Ideologies, MT Identity, and MT Experience by Yoruba, MT spoken.
The result showed that Yoruba was statistically significantly related to all the variables of
interest. From Table 4, Yoruba speakers received fewer negative messages or Colonial
Language Ideologies about their MT and were on average, -.43 below non-Yoruba
speakers on Colonial Language Ideologies.
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Table 4
Individual Regression Analyses of Colonial Language Ideologies, MT Identity, and MT
Experience by Yoruba
Colonial Language Ideologies

MT Identity

MT Experience

Yoruba
R2

0.05

0.07

0.26

Goodness-of-fit

0.01

0.00

0.00

Yoruba

-0.43*

0.37*

7.96***

Intercept

2.79***

3.40***

23.21***

Note. Reference group: non-Yoruba.
*p < .05. **p < .01. ***p < .001. N = 139.

The boxplots of Colonial Language Ideologies by MT spoken (Yoruba and nonYoruba) in Figure 11, confirm the regression analyses above. The non-Yoruba speakers
received considerably higher Colonial Language Ideologies than Yoruba speakers.
However, both groups show high variability. That is, no matter the MT spoken, Yoruba
or non-Yoruba, participants received varying levels of Colonial Language Ideologies.
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Additionally, from Table 4, on the average, Positive MT Identity increased by
about 0.37 for Yoruba speakers compared to speakers of other Nigerian MTs. Thus,
Figure 12, the boxplots of Positive MT Identity by MT spoken, display the findings;
Yoruba speakers had higher Positive MT Identity than the non-Yoruba speakers.
However, whether Yoruba or non-Yoruba, participants showed very high positive MT
identity.
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Figure 12
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Again, in Table 4, the results showed that MT spoken is statistically significantly
related to MT Experience. On the average, Yoruba speakers had considerably more
experience (7.96) using their MT as compared to non-Yoruba speakers as it is also
depicted in Figure 13, the box plots of MT Experience by MT spoken, which also shows
the variability in experience was greater in the non-Yoruba group relative to the Yoruba
group.
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Speaking Mother Tongue with Children
Moreover, Table 5 summarizes three regression analyses for Colonial Language
Ideologies, MT Identity, and MT Experience by children. Table 5 shows that the
difference between Nigerians who spoke MT with their children versus those who did not
was (-0.12), which suggests that although not statistically significant, Nigerians who
received fewer messages about their MT tended to be more likely to speak their MT with
their children.
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Table 5
Individual Regression Analyses Colonial Language Ideologies, MT Identity, and MT
Experience by Children
Colonial Language Ideologies

MT Identity

MT Experience

Children
R2

0.01

0.02

0.08

Goodness-of-fit

0.35

0.08

0.00

Children

-0.12

0.16+

3.48**

Intercept

2.51***

3.61***

27.71***

Note. Reference group: Children not spoken with.
+p < .09. *p < .05. **p < .01. ***p < .001. N = 139.

Figure 14, Boxplots of Colonial Language Ideologies by Children, is consistent
with the above analyses that Nigerians who spoke their MT with their children tended to
have experienced less Colonial Language Ideologies than those Nigerians who did not
speak their MT with their children.
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By the same token, Figure 15, Boxplots of Positive MT Identity by Children,
shows that approximately 50% of respondents in both groups who spoke MT with
children and who did not speak MT with children both have the same highest Positive
MT Identity at their maximum values. While not statistically significant, it did appear
that Nigerians who spoke their MT with children did have a higher average Positive MT
Identity.
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Finally, from Table 5, on average, Nigerians who spoke their MT to their children
had 3.48 units more experience with their MT. Also, from Table 5, MT experience was
statistically significantly related to Children (whether MT was spoken with children or
not). Ultimately, Figure 16, Boxplots of Mother Tongue Experience by Children,
confirms that respondents who spoke their MT with their children had higher values of
MT Experience than respondents who did not.
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Figure 16
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For part d, Tables 6 to 8 each summarize two Chi-Squared tests of independence
to determine whether there were significant associations between the choices of
language/s for the Nigerian School Linguistic Landscape and for School Events
Languages by age, MT spoken (Yoruba), and children respectively.
Choice of Language by Age
Table 6 shows the choice of language/s for School Linguistic Landscape and
School Events Language by age. For example, 9 (11%) of participants in the age group of
51 – 70 years old chose English only for the Nigerian School Linguistic Landscape or
school resources (i.e., books, computer programs, signs, etc.) while 73 (89%) in the same
age group chose English and MT for Nigerian School Linguistic Landscape. Also, 6
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(13%) of participants in the age group of 31 – 50 years old chose English only for School
Events Language while 39 (87%) in this age group chose English and MT for Nigerian
School Events Language. Overall, there were no significant associations between the
choices of language/s for the Nigerian School Linguistic Landscape and for School
Events Language by age; the p values are (p > .05) in both cases. However, most people
chose English and MT regardless of age.
Table 6
Chi-Square Tests of School Linguistic Landscape and School Events by Age
School Linguistic Landscape
English only

School Events Language

English & MT

English only

English & MT

Age
18 – 30

1 (14%)

6 (86%)

1 (14%)

6 (86%)

31- 50

7 (16%)

38 (84%)

6 (13%)

39 (87%)

51 – 70

9 (11%)

73 (89%)

4 (5%)

78 (95%)

71 above

2 (40%)

3 (60%)

0 (0%)

4 (100%)

Note. School Linguistic Landscape and Age: c2 = 3.58, p = .311.
School Events Language and Age: c2 = 3.67, p = .299.

Choice of Language by Mother Tongue Spoken
Table 7 shows the choice of language for School Linguistic Landscape and
School Events Language by MT spoken (Yoruba or non-Yoruba). For example, 8 (33%)
of non-Yoruba speakers chose English only for the Nigerian School Linguistic Landscape
(i.e., books, computer programs, signs, etc.) while 16 (67%) of non-Yoruba speakers
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chose English and MT for Nigerian School Linguistic Landscape. Similarly, 5 (4%) of
Yoruba speakers chose English only for Nigerian School Events Language while 110
(96%) of Yoruba speakers chose English and MT for Nigerian School Events Language.
Table 7
Chi-Square Tests of School Linguistic Landscape and School Events by Yoruba
School Linguistic Landscape
English only

School Events Language

English & MT

English only

Non-Yoruba

8 (33%)

16 (67%)

6 (25%)

Yoruba

11 (10%)

104 (90%)

5 (4%)

English & MT
18 (75%)
110 (96%)

Note. School Linguistic Landscape and Yoruba: c2 = 9.51, p = .002.
School Events Language and Yoruba: c2 = 11.62, p = .001.

The results showed statistically significant relationships between MT spoken
(Yoruba or non-Yoruba) and both Nigerian School Linguistic Landscape and School
Events Language; the p values are (p < .01) in both cases, such that speakers of Yoruba
tended to choose MT and English for the Nigerian School Linguistic Landscape more
than speakers of other MTs.
Choice of Language by Whether Speaking MT with Children
Table 8 shows the choice of language for School Linguistic Landscape and
School Events Language by children (whether MT was spoken with children or not). For
example, 13 (16%) of participants who spoke MT with children chose English only for
Nigerian School Linguistic Landscape (i.e., books, computer programs, signs, etc.) while
70 (84%) of participants who spoke MT with children chose English and MT for
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Nigerian School Linguistic Landscape. Likewise, 4 (7%) of participants who did not
speak MT with children chose English only for Nigerian School Events Language while
52 (93%) of participants who did not speak MT with children chose English and MT for
Nigerian School Events Language. Although not statistically significant (p > .05) in both
cases, Nigerians chose MT and English for Nigerian School Linguistic Landscape (i.e.,
books, computer programs, signs, etc.) and School Events Language whether MT is
spoken with children or not.
Table 8
Chi-Square Tests of School Linguistic Landscape and School Events by Children
School Linguistic Landscape

School Events Language

English only

English & MT

English only

English & MT

Non-Children

6 (11%)

50 (89%)

4 (7%)

52 (93%)

Children

13 (16%)

70 (84%)

7 (8%)

76(92%)

Note. School Linguistic Landscape and Children: c2 = 0.69, p = .405.
School Events Language and Children: c2 = 0.77, p = .782.

Overall, Nigerians overwhelmingly chose MT and English for Nigerian School
Linguistic Landscape (i.e., books, computer programs, signs, etc.) and School Events
Language across age groups, across MT spoken (Yoruba or non-Yoruba), and whether
MT was spoken with children or not.
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Research Question Three: Are there relationships between a) the colonial language
ideologies Nigerians received about their MT in school, b) MT Identity, c) their
experience using their MT, and d) beliefs about MT Education (MTE)?
Correlation Analyses
To answer this research question, first, correlation was used to examine the
relationships between Colonial Language Ideologies received in school, MT Identity, MT
Experience, and the choices of language/s for School Linguistic Landscape and School
Events Language. Table 9 shows the correlations between these variables of interest:
Colonial Language Ideologies, Positive MT Identity, MT Experience, School Linguistic
Landscape, and School Events Language.
Table 9
Correlations of Colonial Language Ideologies, Positive MT Identity, MT Experience,
School Linguistic Landscape, and School Events
Colonial

Positive

Language

MT

Ideologies

Identity

MT

School

Experience Linguistic Events
Landscape

Colonial Language Ideologies

1.00

Positive MT Identity

-0.24**

1.00

MT Experience

-0.25**

0.45***

1.00

School Linguistic Landscape

-0.09

0.14

0.17*

1.00

School Events Language

-0.09

0.21*

0.16

0.50 ***

Note. *p < .05. **p < .01. ***p < .001.
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Notably, having received Colonial Language Ideologies was negatively associated
with all the other variables. Colonial Language Ideologies had a moderate, statistically
significant negative correlation with Positive MT identity (r = -0.24, p < .01) and MT
Experience (r = -0.25, p < .01). That is, negative messages about Nigerian MTs appeared
to have a negative impact on MT Identity. And the more negative messages Nigerians
received about their MTs, the less they had used them. However, the other two variables,
choices of languages for School Linguistic Landscape (r = -0.09) and School Events
Language (r = -0.09) are only slightly negatively correlated with Colonial Language
Ideologies received in school, suggesting that Nigerians who received negative messages
about their MT were less likely to promote MTE although the relationship was not
statistically significant.
Positive MT Identity had a strong positive relationship with MT Experience (r =
0.45, p < .001). That is, participants with strong positive MT Identity also tended to have
very high MT experience. Likewise, Positive MT Identity had a positive relationship with
the choice of language for School Linguistic Landscape (r = 0.14) and the choice of
language for School Events Language (r = 0.21). That is, Nigerians with Positive MT
Identity tended to choose MT for Nigerian School Linguistic Landscape and School
Events Language. Similarly, MT Experience has a positive relationship with the choice of
language for School Linguistic Landscape (r = 0.17) and the choice of language for
School Events Language (r = 0.16). In other words, Nigerians with more MT experience
tended to choose MT for Nigerian School Linguistic Landscape and for School Events
Language. Finally, the choice of language for School Events Language and for School
Linguistic Landscape were significantly highly positively correlated (r = 0.50, p < .001).
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That is, Nigerians tended to choose the same languages for both—being more likely to
feel strongly about the use of MT in all aspects of school environment or not.
Regression Analyses
Second, regression analyses were used to explore the relationships between
Positive MT Identity on Colonial Language Ideologies participants received in school,
MT Experience, and the choices of language chosen for the School Linguistic Landscape
and School Events Language.
Table 10 summarizes the results from four different regression analyses: the
regression analysis of Positive MT Identity on Colonial Language Ideologies participants
received in school, MT Experiences, choice of language chosen for School Linguistic
Landscape, and choice of language chosen for School Events Language.
Table 10
Individual Regression Analyses of Positive MT Identity on Colonial Language Ideologies,
MT Experience, School Linguistic Landscape, and School Events Language
R2

b

Colonial Language Ideologies

0.56

-0.17

0.005

MT Experience

0.20

0.04

0.000

School Linguistic Landscape

0.02

0.21

0.112

School Events Language

0.04

0.41

0.016

Positive MT Identity

p

From Table 10, the results showed that Colonial Language Ideologies Nigerians
received in school was highly statistically significantly, and slightly negatively related to
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Positive MT Identity of Nigerians (b = -0.17, p < .01). Colonial Language Ideologies
decreased (-0.17) for every one unit increase in Positive MT Identity. Additionally, 56%
of the variance in Positive MT Identity could be explained by Colonial Language
Ideologies. That is, the more Nigerians were exposed to colonial language ideologies in
school, the more negative their MT Identity.
Also, MT Experience was highly statistically significantly related to Positive MT
Identity (p < .001). For every one unit increase in MT Experience, there was a
statistically significant increase ((b = 0.04) in Positive MT Identity. MT Experience
explained. 20% of the. Variance in Positive MT Identity.
Moreover, the choice of MT for Nigerian School Linguistic Landscape was not
statistically significantly related to Positive MT Identity that Nigerians have (b = 0.21, p
> .05). This statistically non-significance might be due to lack of variability in choosing
School Linguistic Landscape. Hence, the likelihood of Nigerians choosing MT for
Nigerian SLL would increase (0.21) with Nigerians who had higher Positive MT Identity.
Finally, choosing MT for school events was statistically significantly related to
Nigerians’ Positive MT Identity, (b = 0.41, p < .05) and the more Nigerians had higher
Positive MT Identity the more likely they chose Nigerian MT for Nigerian School Events
Language.
Summary of Findings
This study investigated how adult Nigerians around the world who had been
deprived of using their MTs in their education, reflected on their past experiences with
Colonial Language Ideologies received in school by exploring how these past
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experiences had shaped their Positive MT Identity, MT Experiences, and their
Perspectives on MTE.
Research Question One
Overall, Nigerians experienced a wide range of Colonial Language Ideologies in
school. That is, some Nigerians experienced fewer negative messages, while others
experienced much more negative messages. However, overall, Nigerians tended to have
very strong Positive MT Identity. Similarly, most Nigerians were highly experienced
using their MTs in a variety of contexts. They used their MTs for intercultural education,
spiritual restoration, problem solving, kinship communication, and personal and cultural
identity, and with children, parents, siblings, other family members, friends, and in
community with others.
Likewise, Nigerians had overwhelming support for MTE. They believed that MT
should be used along with English in Nigerian education. In addition, Nigerians believed
that MT (with or without English) should be used for Nigerian school resources (books,
computer programs, signs, etc.) in Nigerian schools, for cultural education, and for
Nigerian school events.
Research Question Two
Also, even though age was not statistically related to how much negative
messages Nigerians received in school, the results showed that Nigerians experienced
different degrees of Colonial Language Ideologies in school according to their age
category. Nigerians who were 31- 50 years age group tended to have experienced higher
negative messages than other Nigerian age groups.
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However, age was highly statistically significantly and positively correlated with
Positive MT Identity; as the ages of Nigerians increased, their Positive MT Identities
increased. Similarly, older Nigerians tended to have more experience using their MTs
than younger Nigerians. Furthermore, Nigerians who spoke Yoruba language tended to
have experienced lesser negative MT messages than speakers of other languages.
Similarly, MT spoken was statistically significantly related to Positive MT
Identity and MT Experience. For instance, Yoruba speakers tended to have more Positive
MT Identities than non-Yoruba speakers. Additionally, Yoruba speakers tended to have
more experience using their MT in a variety of settings as compared to non-Yoruba
speakers.
Again, Nigerians who spoke their MT with their children tended to have
experienced fewer Colonial Language Ideologies in school than those who did not speak
with their children. Likewise, Nigerians who spoke their MT with their children overall,
had higher Positive MT Identities and more MT Experiences than those Nigerians who
did not speak their MT with their children.
Furthermore, most Nigerians, notwithstanding their age, overall chose MT along
with English for both Nigerian School Linguistic Landscape and School Events
Language. Notably, Yoruba speakers were more likely than non-Yoruba speakers to
choose MT along with English for Nigerian School Linguistic Landscape and School
Events Language. Ultimately, both groups of Nigerians who spoke their MT with their
children and those who did not overwhelmingly chose MT along with English for
Nigerian school linguistic landscape and School Events Language.
Research Question Three
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Moreover, the results showed that Colonial Language Ideologies were highly
statistically significantly related to MT Identity and to MT Experience. Also, not
statistically significantly related, but negatively related to the choice of language for
Nigerian School Linguistic Landscape and School Events Language. Therefore,
Nigerians who experienced more Colonial Language Ideologies in school had lower
Positive MT Identities and less MT experience. Also, they used their MT less and
believed less in MTE. These group of Nigerians tended to choose English only rather
than their MTs for Nigerian School Linguistic Landscape and School Events Language.
Overall, Colonial Language Ideologies appeared to have powerful and consistent
effects on MT Experience, how Nigerians felt about their MT identity, whether they
spoke MT to their children or not, and their beliefs in MTE.
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CHAPTER V
DISCUSSION, IMPLICATIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS, AND CONCLUSIONS
Overview of the Chapter
This chapter consists of five sections. The first section describes the summary of
the study. The second section interprets the findings from this study and relates them to
prior knowledge. The third section explains the implications of the study. The fourth
section proposes recommendations for future research and for future policy. The final
section reflects on the conclusions drawn from the study.
Summary of the Study
The problem was due to colonial language ideologies in that Nigerian mother
tongues (MTs) and heritage languages were devalued and had lower status than English.
Therefore, Nigerians learn in English at school and speak their MTs or heritage languages
at home, which has created a disconnect between who they are and what they learn and
how they can know things. This disconnect has a negative impact on their creativity and
intellectual productivity. They cannot really function in their wholeness. This lack of
access to MT in education at all levels of schooling is one of the reasons that Nigeria “has
so far been woefully under-represented in the history of [science], like other
disadvantaged regions” (Turok, 2012, p. 157), whereas Nigeria may have been “the
source of incredible talent. Science benefits greatly from diversity of cultures, each
bringing a new stimulus of energy and ideas” (Turok, 2012, p. 157). So, while Nigerians
are creative in their MTs, they learn robotically in English. The result is a lot of
confusion, and it is a form of suppression of the intellect, intellectual productivity, and
loss of identity.
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Therefore, this study proposes decolonizing education in Nigeria by implementing
the use of mother tongue (MT) and English side by side as mediums of instruction in all
levels of Nigerian schools. Also, this study investigated how adult Nigerians around the
world who have been deprived of using their MTs in their education, reflect on their past
experiences with colonial language ideologies experienced in school by exploring how
these past experiences have shaped their positive MT identities, choice to speak their MT,
including with children, and their perspectives on mother tongue education (MTE).
Discussion
The results from this research showed significant differences in the distributions
and relationships between the variables representing Nigerians’ extent of colonial
language ideologies received in school, positive MT identity, MT experience, and
perspectives on MTE. The findings from the three research questions in this study and
how they relate to prior research studies are as follows:
Colonial Language Ideologies
Nigerians varied in the degree to which they were impacted by colonial language
ideologies in Nigerian schools. Some Nigerians were subjected to relatively fewer
colonial language ideologies, while others were bombarded with negative messages about
their MTs. At best, students were taught their MT as a separate subject in school and
were allowed to speak their MTs in some social contexts while core instruction was
always provided in English. At worst, students were forbidden to speak their MT and
were ridiculed, punished, and beaten for speaking it. For all students, English was always
positioned as more important and valued than Nigerian languages, and Nigerian
languages were always considered inferior and lower status than English.
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These results are in line with the theory by Enaikele (2014) that to a large extent,
the legacy of colonial language policies that continue to place more importance on
English than Nigerian indigenous languages even after years of political independence
affect the indigenous languages, cultures, and attitudes of Nigerians. The Nigerian
government adopted the language of her colonial master as the official language for
administration and the Nigerian schools took over the vanguard of discouraging MT
being spoken by pupils in school (Enaikele, 2014). This discouraging act was pushed so
far that some pupils were even punished and beaten for speaking their MT—known
pejoratively as “vernacular” in schools. Following this, new value systems, rooted in
colonial language ideologies were forced on the children, and they were made to
subjugate their culture, heritage, and identity (Enaikele, 2014).
This finding is consistent with previous research in other African countries such
as Malawi and Ghana, which has shown that educational policies rooted in colonialism
have created educational environments where students are not allowed to use their MT at
school (Yates, 1995; Shin, et al., 2015). Yates (1995) argues that because of the deep root
of colonial language ideologies in Ghana, the introduction of MTE to the Ghanian
education system is going to be a challenge because English has already dominated the
literacy environment and is perceived as a prestige language (Yates, 1995). However,
Shin, et al. (2015) point out that the current education policy in Malawi which was rooted
in colonial language ideologies is not providing an ongoing support for MTE and should
be changed into one that provides ongoing support for MTE at all levels of the education
system to ensure that the students reach high level of literacy in both MT and English that
will make them successful global citizens. Like Shin, et al. (2015), I recommend that
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future research should investigate policy changes in African countries that will enhance
the successful implementation of English and MTs in educational instructions that will
support teachers, schools, and communities to enable the nation to compete globally,
socially, economically, and politically (Shin et al., 2015).
Due to the colonial language ideologies, many Africans cannot speak their MT
and only understand it at low level or have lost it all together. Moreover, some young
Africans who speak the colonial language cannot communicate with older relatives (e.g.,
grandparents and grand aunts) who speak indigenous languages alone, as it is the case
with my children, who are only English monolinguals. Thus, my children are missing a
lot of their MT cultural values and identities in the form of MT oral expressions and
articulations.
In addition, the results from this study’s open-ended question about colonial
language ideologies Nigerians received in school are in line with Enaikele’s (2014)
theory that pupils were even punished for speaking their MT in schools. One exemplary
response from a participant who experienced very high colonial language ideologies was,
“My MT was considered as a ‘vernacular’ and speaking it attracted punishments like
cutting of grass, beaten with cane, and paying of penalties!” Others also reported about
being punished by writing hundreds of lines when caught speaking their MTs at school.
Still, others reported that people that spoke their MTs were considered illiterate.
These responses corroborate Enaikele’s (2014) theory that new value systems
were forced on the children, and they were made to deny their culture, heritage, and
identity (Enaikele, 2014). Here, the mere speaking of your MT in public devalues you
and identifies you as uneducated. Therefore, Nigerians are taught to believe that their MT
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is lower class and is unworthy for education. Therefore, to be seen as educated people,
Nigerians are asked to deny their MT, culture, heritage, and identity and masquerade
themselves as Europeans. This finding is consistent with scholarship focused on other
countries with a history of colonization. For instance, Durrani (2012) and DeGraff (2022)
argue that colonial language ideologies serve to separate indigenous populations into
classes, positioning speakers of indigenous languages as morally and intellectually
inferior.
In addition, like the situation in Nigeria, Durrani (2012) claims that the colonial
language ideologies in Pakistan’s post-independence education system continues to place
English as prestigious language to the detriment of Pakistanis’ MTs and has negative
consequences in the local and global political contexts (Durrani, 2012). Similarly,
DeGraff (2022) asserts that because of colonial language ideologies in Haiti’s education
system, he was forbidden to speak his MT in school and if he disobeyed, a teacher would
remind him with a “sharp smack” of ruler across his hand. Moreover, DeGraff (2022)
reveals that students were subjected to countless humiliations, including a school sign
that reads “I [must] always express myself in French. Otherwise, I am the gorilla of the
class” (DeGraff, 2022, p. 1). As a result, the children were taught to despise themselves
and their MT.
Mother Tongue Experience and Identity
However, the results also show that despite all the powerful colonial language
ideologies Nigerians experienced in school, most Nigerians still had very strong positive
MT identities and extensive experience using their MTs in a variety of contexts. They
used their MTs for intercultural education, spiritual restoration, problem solving, kinship
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communication, and personal and cultural identity, and with children, parents, siblings,
other family members, friends, and in community with others. Moreover, they were very
prideful of their MTs and cultural heritage notwithstanding the quantity of colonial
language ideologies or negative messages about MTs they experienced or received in
school.
Surprisingly, these results do not fully support the theory that many Nigerians
remain mental prisoners of colonialization (Roy-Campbell, 2019), but rather, it is their
government and their government’s policy on education that remain prisoners of
colonialization and are keeping Nigerians in bondage. That is, the findings from this
study showed that even though all Nigerians experienced negative messages about their
MT (rooted in colonialism), for the most part, they remained high in their positive MT
identities, used their MTs in their everyday lives, and believed in MTE. Thus, Nigerians
are very resilient in their MT identities and MT experiences and value for MTE.
Mother Tongue Education
For the fourth part of this research question, the results show that most Nigerians
want MTE, but they differ in when MTE should be offered in schools. While most
Nigerians believed that both English and MT should be used from preschool to
university, others believed that MT should only be used in preschool only or preschool to
primary or preschool to secondary and only a few (about 3%) believed that there should
be no education in MT at all. However, most Nigerians believed that MT, with or without
English, should be used for the school linguistic landscape and school resources (i.e.,
books, computer programs, signs, etc.), school events, and cultural heritage. The school
linguistic landscape can be used to raise students’ awareness of linguistic diversity that
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exists in their schools and can contribute to language learning by serving as a source of
authentic input for the development of pragmatic competence and literacy skills, as well
as raising students’ language awareness (Cenoz & Gorter, 2008). The school linguistic
landscape includes images, sounds, drawings, and movement (Shohamy, 2011) including
textbooks, software programs, mobile devices, and social media (Aladjem & Jon, 2016).
Despite this overwhelming support for MTE by the masses, some Nigerians, and
the Nigerian government still value English over Nigerian languages in schools. As a
result, an average Nigerian school child is denied access to mother-tongue education
because of the ‘English-only’ policy, which disregards the mother tongue as a cognitive
and pedagogic resource but dictates English monolingualism, as the only language
worthy for teaching (Agbedo, 1998). This hegemony of English-only policy makes
Nigerian school children the unfortunate victims of linguistic robbery, who are forever
disabled from using the huge linguistic repertoire offered by their MTs to accomplish the
war of decolonization (Agbedo et al., 2012).
Likewise, these results confirm Emenanjo (1985) and Agbedo (1998) who have
correctly identified some barriers militating against effective education in Nigerian
languages. One barrier is the assumption held by Nigerian elites that literacy is the ability
to speak and write English. However, this “generational folly manifests ingloriously in
the light of the fact that only less than 20% of Nigerians have demonstrable linguistic and
communicative competence in English after over 200 years of the English language in
Nigeria” (Agbedo et al., 2012, p 172). This folly has also generated a poor attitude
towards MT by those in positions of power in education and has failed the MTE policy.
However, in this study, the findings show that even in the face of colonial language
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policies and attitudes, Nigerians still recognize the importance of and value of MTE.
Thus, the results from this study suggest that MTE policies in Nigeria do not represent
the desires and perspectives of most Nigerians.
Also, the maintenance of a colonial and postcolonial ideologies in MTE policy
makes African people prisoners of the past who are so overwhelmed by these established
practices that it is hard for them to break away (Bamgbose, 1991). Moreover, Adegbija
(1994) points out that “this attitude of denigration towards one’s own language and the
exaltation of European languages has not been easy to remove in Africa” (p. 33). In fact,
some people do not speak their MTs because they did not learn them at home (because
their parents did not speak their MT to them), which is a form of indirect language
oppression; others denigrated their MTs themselves which is a form of direct language
oppression. Furthermore, wa Thiong'o (1986) asserts that “the domination of a people's
language by the languages of the colonizing nations was crucial to the domination of the
mental universe of the colonized” (p. 160). Therefore, Nigerians need to repossess their
mental universe by using their MTs in all levels of their education.
Ultimately, the most militating factor against the implementation of the MTE
policy in Nigeria is the fact that English as an official language has been associated with
success, power, prestige, progress, and achievement. Also, English is characterized by
institutional usage, written usage, functional usage, economic advantage, and national
communication (Agbedo et al., 2012). For these reasons, Adegbija (1994) argues that
such associations have generally resulted in English getting a high positive evaluation. In
contrast, the MT is associated with low prestige because it is characterized by mere oral
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usage, individual or community usage, emotional attachment, village solidarity, and
personal loyalties (Adegbija, 1994).
However, in this study, Nigerians reported being cut off from opportunities to
learn about their MTs due to colonial language policies. Regardless, they remained quite
strong in their positive MT identities and in their value for MTE even in the face of these
policies. Additionally, they spoke their MTs often and desired to pass them down to their
children. Consequently, Nigerians remain active, resilient agents in the development of
positive MT identities, use of Nigerian languages, and beliefs about MTE even when they
were educated to devalue and silence their own mother tongues.
Age
First, the results show that there are no differences (or no relationships) in
language ideologies received in school, MT experience, and perspectives on current and
future MTE in school by age. That is, young and old Nigerians alike experienced similar
colonial language ideologies, had similar degrees of MT experience and perspectives on
MTE. However, there are differences (or some relationships) in positive MT identity
according to age of Nigerians such that the older Nigerians had the most positive MT
identities, while 31–50-year-old group seemed to have the least empowered MT identities
of all the age groups.
These results are in line with Adepoju (2019) who reports that Nigerians in the
31–50-year-old age-group are mostly “elite” Nigerians who are more comfortable with
English than any other languages and they are the age group of the parents of the
preschoolers and early elementary school children (aged 1- 5 years) he interviewed in his
study. Adepoju (2019) uncovers that some Nigerians in this age group (31–50-year-old)
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and their children have not learned their MT at home, which made them more
comfortable with English than their MTs (Adepoju, 2019). Thus, this 31–50-year-old
group has less empowered MT identities than the other Nigerian age groups in this study
because they are the “elite” Nigerians who have received the most colonial language
ideologies and can only express themselves in English and not in their MTs.
Mother Tongue Spoken
Second, Nigerians who spoke different MTs (i.e., Yorùbá versus non-Yorùbá)
were different in the degree of colonial language ideologies received in school, positive
MT identity, MT experience, and perspectives on current and future MTE in school. That
is, Yorùbá speakers were less impacted by colonial language ideologies, and they were
higher in positive MT identity, MT experience, and they had more positive perspectives
on current and future MTE in school. This could be because Yorùbá is one of the three
major Nigerian languages and is the most popular language among Nigerians than any
other major and minor languages.
Thus, these results are in line with the literature demonstrating that Nigeria is a
country with conspicuous language inequality among Nigerian languages, ranging from
the dominant languages, Yorùbá, Igbo, and Hausa, each with at least 20 million speakers
to very minor languages such as Ajawa, Guma, and Bete, each spoken by scarcely 100
people (Ihemere, 2009; Blench, 2002; Udoh, 2016). In fact, Yorùbá is the most dominant
and the most popular of the dominant Nigerian languages because Yorùbá is the local
language of the first capital city of Nigeria, Lagos. Therefore, Yorùbá is nationally
recognized and hold relative power and status over others. Yorùbá speakers experienced
some benefits over non-Yorùbá speakers by experiencing fewer negative impacts of
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colonial language ideologies, and possibly as a result, greater degree of positive MT
identity, more MT experience, and relatively more positive perspectives on current and
future MTE in school.
However, these results can also be understood in the context of Emenanjo’s
(2016) claim that all languages in a community or society must be accommodated in a
language policy no matter their status, demographic strength and distribution, economic
strength, state of development, sociolinguistic vitality, functions, legal status, estimation,
geographical distribution, readiness for literacy and numeracy, etc. This phenomenon has
been called 'egalitarian multilingualism.' All languages in any language policy must be
assigned definite domains in education, the media, entertainment, the legislature and
judiciary, political, economic, and scientific discourse, and so on (Emenanjo, 2016).
Thus, the results of this study show that minority MTs are especially vulnerable to
colonial language ideologies and may need extra attention in MTE policy and practice to
promote the equality of these languages.
Ultimately, like Emenanjo (2016), I recommend egalitarian multilingualism for
the MTE in Nigeria. Emenanjo (2016) claims that egalitarian multilingualism will
adequately cater for the co-existence of official languages in a polity (political entity), the
bigger languages of wider communication and the smaller languages of less circulation;
the endogenous (foreign or imported) and the indigenous (native, heritage, vernacular)
languages; the great cultivated languages and the small, uncultured languages—all
complications and expenses notwithstanding. This is the price which multicultural,
multinational, and multilingual countries must pay for democratic macro-development.
After all, languages are great resources like minerals and personnel found in any nation.
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All that is called for, is proper management for handling multilingualism (Emenanjo,
2016). Thus, Nigerian schools should make extra efforts to elevate and validate minority
MTs such as Ajawa, Guma, and Bete, spoken by smaller subsets of the population.
Speaking MT with Children
Third, most Nigerians speak their MT with their children (about 60% of the
participants); there were no statistically significant differences in whether they speak
their MT with their children or not by colonial language ideologies received in school,
positive MT identity, and the choice of language chosen for Nigerian school linguistic
landscape and for Nigerian school events. However, trends in the data that showed
Nigerians who had experienced more colonial language ideologies were less likely to
speak to children, while Nigerians who were more fluent in their MT and had a more
positive MT identity tended to speak MT with their children more. To some degree, these
results are inconsistent with Adepoju (2019)’s claim that the reality is that most Nigerian
parents value English rather than MTs as the mediums of instruction and their children
“interact in English [and] … do not listen to ‘local’ radio or television stations” (p. 214).
Although it is possible that a larger sample would have yielded statistically significant
results consistent with Adepoju’s claim.
In contrast, these results are consistent with other studies outside of Nigeria
(McCarty, 2003; Rosier & Farella, 1976; Wilson & Kamanã, 2001; Holm & Holm, 1995;
Romero, 2001) which claim that most native and indigenous parents in the US mainland
and Hawai’i speak MTs with their children and desire that their children learn in their
native languages. Most of these indigenous communities have fought and struggled for
their heritage languages to be included in the education of their children and are now
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making inroads into the education systems by initiating bilingual and immersion
programs privately that are being assimilated into the mainstream education systems.
Notably, the Navajo community bilingual school at Rock Point, Arizona; the
Hawaiian immersion in Hawai’i; the Navajo immersion in parts of Arizona, New Mexico,
and Utah; and the Keres immersion of the Pueblos of Arizona and Cochiti in Northern
New Mexico and Arizona were initiated by parents and communities. These parent and
community-initiated programs are now being supported and funded by the US
government (McCarty, 2003).
To promote the MTE education, Nigerians could emulate these parent and
community-initiated programs in Nigeria. Nigerians may begin through the MTE
movement that will empower them to promote and develop their own bilingual and
immersion programs, which can ultimately be assimilated into the Nigerian education
system and be funded by the Nigerian government. Regardless of whether colonial
language ideologies cause Nigerians to speak their MTs less with their children, the
results from this study suggest that the majority of Nigerians value fostering MT in
children, which again provides evidence (albeit indirectly) that Nigerians value MTE and
believe that it is important that Nigerian children learn their MTs.
Effects of Colonial Language Ideologies
Here, the results show negative correlations between colonial language ideologies
Nigerians experienced in school and MT identity, MT experience, and beliefs about
MTE. That is, when Nigerians experienced more colonial language ideologies, they had
more negative MT identities, used their MT less, and believed less in MTE.
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In other words, the results demonstrate that a positive MT identity has negative
relationships with colonial language ideologies participants received in school. That is,
Nigerians with high levels of positive MT identity tended to have received lower levels of
colonial language ideologies in school. This result confirms Fafunwa et al.’s (1989)
theory that those who had their total primary education in MT and English received
relatively fewer colonial language ideologies and had a higher positive MT identity and
are more successful in school. These results are in line with Fafunwa et al.’s (1989) claim
that students who received both MT and English instructions in their total primary
education of the Six Year Primary Project in Nigeria have proved more resourceful than
their counterparts who came from schools with no MT instruction when both groups
entered technical education (Fafunwa et al., 1989).
Therefore, these students from the Six Year Primary Project
have demonstrated greater manipulative ability, manual dexterity, and mechanical
comprehension. With their colleagues, the [Six Year Primary] project children
have demonstrated a great sense of maturity, tolerance and other affective
qualities that make them integrate easily and readily with those they encounter
(Fafunwa et al., 1989, p. 141).
Thus, the less colonial language ideologies students experienced, the higher their positive
MT identities, the more their MT experiences, and the stronger their beliefs in MTE, and
more successful with schooling. Ultimately, it stands to reason that colonial language
ideologies in schools had an extremely negative effect on Nigerians causing them to have
less positive MT identities, less desire to use their MTs, and believe less in the need for
MTE.
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Value of Mother Tongue in Education
Several studies (Bamgbose, 1984; Yates, 1995; Improving Educational Quality
Project (IEQ), 2000; Shin et al., 2015; McCarty, 2003) have already confirmed the
effectiveness of MT as a medium of education in Nigeria and in other colonized places
such as Ghana, Malawi, and the Indigenous groups of the United States, mentioned
above, have generally shown that cognitive and educational benefits are achieved if one’s
MT is used as the medium of education (Bamgbose, 1984; Yates, 1995; Improving
Educational Quality Project (IEQ), 2000; Shin et al., 2015; McCarty, 2003). However, in
Nigerian schools, English remains the dominant language. Also, the findings show that
the more positive the MT identity and presumably the fewer experiences with colonial
language ideologies, the more widely Nigerians use their MTs, the more they choose
MTs for Nigerian school events, and the more likely they choose MTs for Nigerian
school linguistic landscape or resources.
Therefore, most Nigerians value some form of MTE. However, when they have
doubts about the need for ongoing MTE (e.g., whether it should not be taught at all or
only be taught in pre-school or primary school but not in secondary school), it might be
explained by their having internalized more colonial language ideologies compared to
Nigerians who are more supportive of MTE at all levels of education.
In addition, studies have shown that the MT system of schooling is an instrument
of decolonization and a catalyst for sustainable national development and human capital
development (Ansre, 1976; Bamgbose, 1991; Prah, 2000). Likewise, MT education
encourages the teaching and learning process in the child’s first language. As a result, the
primacy of MT and its indispensability in early childhood education has inspired several
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national and international legislations, declarations, conventions, and resolutions aimed at
promoting MTE as one practical step at upholding and protecting children’s linguistic
rights (Agbedo et al., 2012). Moreover, Fafunwa et al. (1989) confirm that those who are
educated in a MT system of schooling are more resourceful and demonstrate higher
manipulative abilities than those who are not (Fafunwa et al., 1989).
Previous research has shown that educating children in their MT enhances their
learning of other languages, improves their critical content engagement, and fosters their
sense of belonging (Agbedo et al., 2012; Shin et al., 2015). Therefore, the effective
maintenance and implementation of MT alongside English in all education levels in
Nigeria need to be achieved.
Implications
This study contributes to the research promoting the use of MTE as an agent of
decolonizing education in Nigeria from the perspectives of adult Nigerians. Surprisingly,
this study shows that Nigerians overwhelmingly support MTE. In fact, most of the study
participants seem like active agents in determining their own MT identities; they speak
their MTs widely and desire for MTE even in the face of colonial language ideologies in
educational policies. However, even though the results show that most Nigerians are very
proud of their MTs and have lots of experience using their MT with relatives, friends, and
in social gatherings, the problem is that some of these Nigerians do not speak their MTs
with their children. It could be that those with the highest exposure to colonial language
ideologies tend not to speak their MT with their children because they have internalized
hegemonic messages about their MT. Therefore, the results from this study suggest that
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colonial language ideologies continue to be dangerous to the survival of MTs—especially
those spoken by minority groups in Nigeria.
Likewise, the results confirmed that Nigerians who had high to medium ranges of
colonial language ideologies in school tend not to speak their MT with their children. As
a result, Nigerian children are denied access to their MT in homes and in schools, which
puts Nigerian languages on the path of extinction. Therefore, Nigerians need to fight for
what they believe in so that Nigerian school policies and practices reflect their beliefs
about the value and importance of MTE. As a matter of fact, I am one of those Nigerians
who did not speak their MTs with their children when the children were young. It was a
missed opportunity, but now I am fighting for effective MTE because I am now aware of
the importance of MTE and language maintenance.
Moreover, Nigerians need to grasp the fact that all their languages are suitable for
use as mediums of instruction at all levels of schooling to achieve success in the
decolonization of their education system. Indeed, Nigerians should start to advocate for
their heritage languages in education and prioritize speaking them with their children at
home. Nigerians can draw from other populations who have experienced linguistic
oppression such as the indigenous people of US mainland and Hawai’i (McCarty, 2003).
Educators and experts should start to accept the equation that education for Nigerians is
equal to knowledge of the Nigerian languages (Afolayan, 1978). Moreover, Nigerian
government should put adequate resources into the development of indigenous Nigerian
languages because it is educationally sound to build from and promote students MT
(Fafunwa et al., 1989) and the results from this study suggest that Nigerians are strongly
in favor of MTE.
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Furthermore, this research study has helped raise Nigerians’ awareness about
language oppression and the importance of MT maintenance in homes, schools, and
polities (political entities). Critically, this research has helped Nigerians gain the insight
that their education policy doesn’t match their beliefs about the importance of MTE and
although most Nigerians believe in MTE, their beliefs and inclination to use their MT in
and out of schools are negatively impacted by colonial language ideologies. Moreover,
the results show that most Nigerians accept the value of English as a globally recognized
and powerful language but believe that English should be used side by side at all levels of
MTE.
Therefore, the people’s awareness and their voices could hopefully galvanize the
Nigerian government into action to provide adequate funding for the commissioning of
language instruction studies, maintenance, and effective implementation of the language
policy on education (Emenanjo, 2016; Igboanusi & Peter, 2016). The choice and the use
of language is central to people’s identity in relation to their natural and social
environment, and indeed to their entire universe (wa Thiong’o, 1986).
Accordingly, this study proposes for the adoption of egalitarian multilingualism,
which allows for the co-existence of English and all the indigenous languages or MTs in
the country to be used as mediums of instruction in education and politics and for cultural
preservation. When the language policy includes all the Nigerian MTs, it is termed
“egalitarian multilingualism” (Emenanjo, 2016, p. 123). That is, MTs (which includes all
Nigerian languages with a special focus on non-dominant Nigerian languages) and
English form a bilingual education at every level of schooling and multilingual education
is that students must choose to study at least three other Nigerian or foreign languages to
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learn as subjects at the primary school level. This multilingual education is possible
because it has been proven in linguistics that children from ages 2 to 13 years are
excellent language learners (Siahaan, 2022). We need to make use of this unique human
ability to help Nigerians learn a minimum of five languages out of the over 7,000
languages (Ethnologue, 2017) of the world. Our world is multilingual; we should all be
multilingual for compassion, empathy, and understanding of each other to enhance world
peace.
Ultimately, the policy makers, language researchers, educators and the people
must ensure that Nigerian government fund every aspect of the MTE (Emenanjo, 2016).
Finally, through its findings, this study contributes to our understanding of language
oppression and adds to the body of research regarding the need to use the MT as an agent
of decolonizing education systems which is essential in research and in human rights
conversations.
Recommendations
Recommendations for Future Research
This study recommends that future research should consider using some of the
Nigerians’ MTs to collect data since it is possible that Nigerians’ feelings about their
MTs may change when they are presented information in their MTs and respond in their
MTs.
Similarly, future research could be directed to look at language practices in homes
of “elite” and “non-elite” Nigerians in the 31–50-year-old age group. The “elite”
Nigerians are those who can only express themselves in English while the “non-elite”
Nigerians are those who can express themselves fluently in both their MTs and English.
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Also, the locations of Nigerians in this study were geographically dispersed. It is
possible that many participants’ perspectives on MTE and language oppression were
shaped by their experiences outside of Nigeria. Therefore, future research should
consider a sample of Nigerians living in Nigeria only to discover the possibility of
different findings.
In addition, future research should consider a more representative sample that
would include most of the Nigerian ethnic groups in equivalent proportions so that the
results from such research can be easily generalized.
Moreover, further research is needed to help raise Nigerians’ awareness to
increase their advocacy for effective MTE, to empower them to choose and develop their
languages for cultural heritage, school assemblies, and for school resources, such as
books, signs, and computer programs in Nigerian schools, and to see the importance of
speaking their MTs with their children at home.
Such advocacy could be a form of movement, the MTE movement, which may
encourage and inspire Nigerians to start private bilingual and immersion programs from
preschool to college that can be successfully integrated into Nigerian education system.
Furthermore, future research should be on the practice of commissioning
languages of instruction studies to leading researchers (Igboanusi & Peter, 2016).
However, there is a need for dialog between researchers, government officials, schools,
and parents. Improving the relationship, communication, and collaboration among these
groups will ensure that policymakers adopt the best and innovative research findings into
their MTE policies that teachers can put into practical use in the classrooms (Igboanusi &
Peter, 2016).
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Finally, future research is needed to establish the feasibility of the adoption of
egalitarian multilingualism in the Nigerian context. Egalitarian multilingualism allows for
the co-existence of English and all the ingenious languages in the country, no matter their
number of speakers, to be used as media of instruction in education and in politics
(Emenanjo, 2016; Ibrahim & Gwandu, 2016; Ansre, 1976; Ihemere, 2009; Udoh, 2016).
Ultimately, egalitarian multilingualism is in line with universal declarations of human
rights and linguistic rights and campaigns for minority rights directed by United Nations
and UNESCO.
Recommendations for Future Policy
Many scholars have made recommendations for future policy that would represent
the desires and perspectives of most Nigerians and affect a successful implementation of
the MTE. I support the recommendations by Ibrahim and Gwandu (2016) for a workable
multilingual policy of the MTE. They are as follows:
•

The Federal government should fully develop more educational resources and
orthographies of indigenous languages to meet the demands of multilingual
education.

•

Nigerian scholars in the field of language should intensify efforts in the
codification of different aspects of indigenous languages and produce reading
materials.

•

The government should do more in the enforcement of the multilingual provisions
in all sectors of education.

•

A team of experts should be paying constant visits to schools to ensure total
adherence to the provisions of multilingual education.
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•

A credit pass in any of the Nigerian languages should be made a prerequisite to
gaining admission into any of the Nigerian universities.

•

Language education programmes should be introduced to schools at basic
education level.

•

Teachers should be encouraged to jointly help students to develop competence in
the use of indigenous languages in a school setting.

•

There should be adequate training of teachers.

•

The government should make available sufficient funds for implementing
educational policies (Ibrahim & Gwandu, 2016)
Effective and meaningful MTE policy should have as its basic component a

language policy that breathes fresh impetus into MTE. No nation has had a breakthrough
through the instrumentality of an alien language and Nigeria cannot be an exception. Not
to heed this warning can only mean continued stripping of the people of Nigeria to a
slave nation (Ansre, 1976).
Any country which takes seriously the need to deploy its human resources
maximally cannot under-use such resources. Much less can it afford to do so on
linguistic grounds. If the language or languages selected to be used for resource
exploitation and wealth acquisition are those mastered only by a small minority of
the population, the under-development and emergence of an exploiting and
wealthy minority can be the only result. (Ansre, 1976, p. 6)
Furthermore, it has been established that by using the MT, learners learn to think,
communicate, and acquire an intuitive understanding of grammar. The MT opens the
door, not only to its own grammar, but to all grammars, given that it awakens the
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potential for universal grammar that lies within all normal human beings (Chomsky,
1986). Appropriate MTE enables teachers to instruct in the language a child speaks most
at home and understands well enough to internalize the academic knowledge, improves
pupils’ critical engagement with content, fosters an environment of mutual learning and
improves inclusion (Agbedo et al., 2012). Similarly, Emenanjo (2016) argues that MTE
policies must be sensitive to the demands of modern democratic procedures with their
emphasis on “freedom, equality, accommodation, enthronement of fundamental human
and linguistic rights, and human dignity. MTE policies must also be equally sensitive to
the fact that in a plural polity (political entity) all languages are equal” (p. 114).
Moreover, all languages in a community or society must be accommodated in the
MTE policy no matter their status, demographic strength and distribution, economic
strength, state of development, sociolinguistic vitality, functions, legal status, estimation,
geographical distribution, readiness for literacy and numeracy, etc. This has been called
'egalitarian multilingualism.' All languages in any language policy must be assigned
definite domains in education, the media, entertainment, the legislature and judiciary,
political, economic, and scientific discourse, etc. (Emenanjo, 2016).
Ultimately, Emenanjo (2016) recommends egalitarian multilingualism for the
MTE in Nigeria. He claims that egalitarian multilingualism will adequately cater for the
co-existence of official languages in a polity, the bigger languages of wider
communication and the smaller languages of less circulation; the endogenous (foreign or
imported) and the indigenous (native, heritage, vernacular) languages; the great cultivated
languages and the small, uncultured languages - all complications and expenses
notwithstanding. This is the price which multicultural, multinational, and multilingual
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countries must pay for democratic macro-development. After all, languages are great
resources like minerals and personnel found in any nation. All that is called for, is proper
management for handling multilingualism (Emenanjo, 2016).
Egalitarian multilingualism should be able to cater for the incorporation of the
languages of both the autochthonous (indigenous) and the allochthonous (descended from
migrants or colonists) minorities in the mainstream national language policy (Emenanjo,
2016). Ultimately, egalitarian multilingualism captures fully the spirit behind the
universal declarations of human rights, of the rights of persons belonging to national,
ethnic religious and linguistic minorities, and of linguistic rights.
Similarly, Ibrahim and Gwandu (2016) argue that “the prominence of English and
its recognition as language of unity in Nigeria is endangering the Nigerian languages” (p.
9). To preserve the minority languages, the present colonial language ideologies in MTE
policy need to be revised. For example, MT should be included along with English as the
languages of instruction in all levels of our education. The Nigerian government should
adequately fund language committees for the reassessment and the implementation of the
MTE. They need to make a concerted effort to recruit and retrain teachers to change their
overall attitude toward teaching Nigerian languages. The government should promote the
study of Nigerian languages at the tertiary level and should “make teaching profession
worthy of entering by remunerating teachers and by so doing attract young graduates to
the profession” (Ihemere, 2009, p. 129).
Presently, government officials and researchers have very little if any interaction.
Policymakers often do not seem to be aware of recent research findings let alone adopting
them in their policies. Therefore, policy makers on their part, must ensure that they use
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the best and most innovative research findings to inform MTE policymaking. It is only
when researchers, policymakers, and teachers cooperate that the results of research
findings can be put to practical use in the classroom (Igboanusi & Peter, 2016).
Considering the roles of political ethnicity, discriminatory citizenship, parents’
high perception of English and their seeming lack of interest in MTE, only a language
education policy that is uniformly practiced for all schools in Nigeria, can restore
effective MTE in the country. Given the global impact of English, MTE policy that
includes the use of both MTs and English as mediums of instruction, rather than as
alternatives, which is in line with the practice of effective MTE, should be implemented
across the country. Policies on the MTE are supposed to be binding on both public and
private schools (Igboanusi & Peter, 2016).
Favoring the English language above the indigenous languages, most especially in
education, is nothing but linguistic imperialism. The Nigerian languages must be used to
decolonize our educational system and re-humanize the citizens. Furthermore, since it
was through the school system that the status of the indigenous languages has been
diminished and consequently undervalued, education must be the primary tool for
resuscitating these languages and reawakening the consciousness of citizens to cherish
them (Ugwu, 2020).
Moreover, since teachers have been used to shift the attention of children from
their MTs to English, teachers must also be the agents for reversing such trend.
Achieving this is not going to be easy. It calls for a “linguistic battle” between the
oppressed and the oppressors, the power, and the pen (Ugwu, 2020). However, this call
does not translate into denying the citizens access to English language, which remains the
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national language, a lingua franca, and the world language. What is needed, rather, is
effective MTE where the indigenous languages and English can be jointly recognized and
used to deliver quality education. Thus, the road to achieving sustainable development
would be opened to all Nigerians (Ugwu, 2020).
Obviously, the linguistic picture of Nigeria is very complicated with over 600
indigenous languages. However, her language policy recognizes only three major
languages, Hausa, Yoruba, and Igbo. These three languages have enjoyed a lot of
government patronage to the detriment of other minority languages. The terms ‘majority’
and ‘minority’ are official terms used to describe Nigerian languages. This kind of
dichotomy in classification is not very healthy. Every language has a right to be
developed, no matter the number of its speakers (Udoh, 2016).
Since globalization involves basically some interactions which can be shared or
colonized. Nigerians should participate by sharing and to resist colonization. Nigerians
have a rich cultural heritage that are mainly in intangible forms. Language is a crucial
medium of both storage and transmission of our cultural heritage, a heritage that is as
diverse as Nigerian languages. The uniqueness of these languages needs to be preserved
even in the kind of sharing that globalization involves. These languages need to be
empowered through a conscious effort of development, so that they can be properly
positioned to take part in the current globalization revolution. If Nigerian languages are
left out of this revolution, then the other languages that are currently being empowered
will end up colonizing those of Nigerian languages that are not being attended to now
(Udoh, 2016).
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Ultimately, empowering Nigerian indigenous languages should begin with the
documentation and description of these languages, which should be systematically done
based on a database that is constantly updated. This can be stored in archives which can
be accessed easily to ease comparative works and further development of these
languages, in all areas, especially in conformity with global information infrastructure.
The Open Language Archive Community (OLAC) is opened to all linguists who have
documents to share. The OLAC community will benefit very much from such records of
the diverse but unique languages of Nigeria and the languages stored in the archives will
be preserved (Udoh, 2016). These resources are essential for the future of MTE.
Conclusions
This research explored how colonial language ideologies impact Nigerians MT
identity, their experiences using their MT and their perspectives on MTE. It can be
concluded that colonial language ideologies are important factors to consider when
designing and. implementing MTE that will incorporate Nigerian MTs and English side
by side as mediums of instructions in all levels of education in Nigerian schools.
Also, the results indicated that most Nigerians are not mental prisoners of
colonization because most Nigerians have very high positive MT identities, and more
Nigerians were highly experienced using their MT in a variety of contexts and they
promote MTE. They used their MTs for intercultural education, spiritual restoration,
problem solving, kinship communication, and personal and cultural identity, and with
children, parents, siblings, other family members, friends, and in community with others.
Likewise, Nigerians had overwhelming support for MTE. They believed that MT should
be used along with English at all grade levels in Nigerian education. In addition,
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Nigerians believed that MT (with or without English) should be used for the Nigerian
school linguistic landscape and Nigerian school resources (books, computer programs,
signs, etc.), for cultural education, and for Nigerian school events language.
However, more awareness of colonial language ideologies and language
oppression is needed by Nigerians to help them fight for the inclusion of their MTs
alongside English in all levels of their education system in the Nigerian Language Policy
on Education. Also, for the Nigerians who did not speak their MTs to their children, this
study helps in raising awareness for the need to understand the importance of speaking
MTs with children at home and to advocate for MT inclusion in education of Nigerians.
Moreover, in this study, I have argued that when Nigerian languages are spoken at
homes, used as mediums of instruction in school alongside English, and used at political
arenas, that these languages can help to sustain Nigeria participating confidently and
equally in global economic and political systems.
While few Nigerian ethnic groups were represented in this research which limits
the generalizability of the results, this research approach provides new insights into
language inequality that exist in Nigeria. Also, because the majority of Nigerians support
MTE, the Nigerian government should therefore encourage the development of more
educational resources and orthographies of indigenous languages that will meet the
demands of multilingual education. Furthermore, the Nigerian government needs to
enforce the multilingual provisions in all levels of education and recruit and retrain
teachers to change their attitude toward teaching in indigenous languages (Ibrahim &
Gwandu, 2016).
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To better understand the implications of these results, future studies could address
the implementation of egalitarian multilingualism in the Nigerian education context.
Egalitarian multilingualism allows for the co-existence of English and the indigenous
languages in the country, no matter the number of their speakers, to be used as mediums
of instruction in education and politics (Emenanjo, 2016, Ansre, 1976; Udoh, 2016).
Ultimately, this research has helped raised the awareness of Nigerians about the
disconnect between their learning in school and their identity at home. In addition, this
research has helped Nigerians to start connecting their languages to their learning and to
make a paradigm shift from the disconnection of colonial language ideologies to the
connection of creativity of their ingenious languages. Connecting Nigerian indigenous
languages to learning will increase Nigerian creativities and intellectual productivities
that will enable them to function in their wholeness so that they can be fully represented
in science and be a source of incredible talents in centuries to come.
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Closing Remarks
To Decolonizing Education
Every language is capable
As a medium of instruction
Every human is capable
Of multilingualism
For globalism
-Omobola Wusu (2022)
This short poem sums up my thoughts on decolonizing education. I believe that
decolonizing our education systems would help us become multilinguals. Multilingualism
will help globalization. When we have multilingual education for all humans, we can all
bring our languages, cultures, geniuses, books, ideas, food, entertainments, goods,
services, and much more to share globally. We can understand each other and become
tolerant of varied world views and practices. Thus, promoting progressive thinking and
social reforms in society. For example, knowing how a particular country improved the
quality of educational policy would help other countries to bring about reforms.
In this study, I have argued for decolonizing education in Nigeria by
implementing the use of mother tongue (MT) and English side by side as mediums of
instruction in all levels of Nigerian schools. Also, this study has contributed to
decolonizing education systems locally and globally by advocating to incorporate
students’ mother tongues (MTs) or local languages along with the official languages of
their states as mediums of instruction. This advocacy is personal to me because I was
deprived of using my mother tongue (MT) in my education and have internalized harmful
colonial language ideologies.
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As a result, when I was a young mother, I did not pass down my MT to my
children. My children cannot express themselves in Yorùbá, my MT; they can only speak
in English. They are monolinguals. This was a missed opportunity. Therefore, I am
dedicating the rest of my life to the cause of keeping our mother tongues alive in our
children. It is our children’s rights as humans to learn and be taught in their MTs. We
should not deprive them of their heritage and their identities. Erasure of one’s MT is a
crime against humanity and a human rights violation. Every child has the right to be
educated in his or her MT and be given the opportunity to learn other languages as a
citizen of our multilingual world.
Therefore, I would like to propose that every child should have bilingual
instruction in their local (or MT) and official languages from preschool to university.
They should also learn other languages (at least three) as subjects in elementary schools.
This multilingual education is possible in elementary schools because it has been proved
in linguistics that children from ages 2 to 13 years old are excellent language learners
(Siahaan, 2022). We need to make use of this unique human ability to help every human
learn a minimum of five languages out of the over 7,000 languages (Ethnologue, 2017) of
the world. Our world is multilingual; we should all be multilingual for compassion,
empathy, and understanding of each other to enhance world peace.
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APPENDICES
Appendix A
Instrument – Survey Development Table

Themes/
constructs

Items

Responses

Background
Information

1. What is your mother tongue
(MT)?

Check all that apply
Hausa
Yoruba
Igbo
other_________

2. What country do you live in?

US
Nigeria
England
France
Other_______

3. What city do you live in?

Open response

4. Where did you study for
a) primary education,
b) secondary education, and
c) tertiary education?

US
Nigeria
England
France
Other_______

5. What is your age range?
(Generation)

•
•
•
•
•

5 - 17 years old
18 - 30 years old
31 - 50 years old
51 - 70 years old
71 and above

6. What is your gender?

Male
Female
Other_________

7. What is your highest level of
formal education?

High school
Some college
College
Master’s degree or equivalent
Doctoral degree
Other
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MT experience

How often do you speak your
MT?

•

daily, weekly, monthly,
yearly, never

9 To what extent do you agree
with the statements below?
• I am fluent in speaking
my MT.
• I understand when other
people speak my MT.
• I can read in my MT.
• I can write in my MT.

•

Strongly disagree, disagree,
agree, strongly agree

10. What was your highest level
of MT education?

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

None
Preschool
Primary school
Secondary school
Tertiary school
Other________________

11. With whom do/did you speak
your MT with? (Check all that
apply)

Colonial
Language
Ideologies

Spouse (yes/no) ... format in
Qualtrics
Parents (yes/no)
Aunts and uncles
Children
Friends
Siblings
People at social gatherings
People at religious gatherings
Teachers
Deceased relatives
other_______

12. In your own words, describe
anything else you would like to
add about your experience using
your MT.

•

Open response

13. What messages did you
receive about your MT in school?

•

My MT was an inferior, low
status, and informal language
My MT was a valuable,
important language of
culture
My MT had higher status
than English
My MT was considered as

•
•
•
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•
14. Were you punished for
speaking your MT in school?

•

important as English
English had higher status
than my MT

•
•

Yes, it was forbidden, and I
was punished
Yes, it was forbidden, and I
was beaten
No, I was not punished
Other________

15. In your own words, expand
on your responses above related
to the messages you received in
school about the value of your
MT?

•

Open response

16. To what extent do you agree
with the statements below?
• I am proud of my MT.
• My MT is an important
part of my Nigerian
heritage and identity.
• My MT uniquely
enhances my
understanding of the
world (e.g., the way I
think, the way I learn, my
relationships with others)

•

Strongly disagree, disagree,
agree, strongly agree

17. In your own words, how does
your MT relate to your identity.

•

Open response

Perspectives on 18. At what levels should
Mother Tongue students have bilingual education
Education
in English and their mother
tongue (MT) or the language of
their local environment?

•
•

Preschool
Preschool through primary
school
Preschool through secondary
school
Preschool through
university/tertiary
institutions
Students should not be
educated in MT, but should
be educated in English
only____________

•

Positive
MT Identities

•
•

•
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19. At what levels should
students have multilingual
education (i.e., learning the other
two or three Nigerian major
languages as subjects and/or one
other foreign language such as
Arabic or French)?

•
•
•
•

•

20. Which statement do you most
agree with related to teaching
Nigerian languages in school?

•

•

•

•

Preschool
Preschool through primary
school
Preschool through secondary
school
Preschool through
university/tertiary
institutions
Students should not be
educated in MT, but should
be educated in English only_
Yes, teaching Nigerian
languages would preserve
culture and language.
No, Nigerian languages
shouldn't be taught because
they have no economic
value.
Yes, they should be taught
because…
No, they should not be taught
because…

21. What language should
schools use:
.
• to teach about Nigerian
cultural heritage?
• for school resources
(books, computer
programs, signs, etc.) in
Nigerian schools?
• for school assemblies and
other events)?

•
•
•
•
•

MT only
Local Language
English only
English and MT
English and Local Language

22. Why do you think Nigerian
languages should (or should not)
be mediums of instruction along
with English for all subjects in
Nigerian schools?

•

Open response
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Appendix B
Instrument – MS Word Saved Version of Survey from Qualtrics
Decolonizing Education: Using Mother Tongue and English Side by Side in Nigeria

Start of Block: Consent

CONSENT TO PARTICIPATE IN A RESEARCH STUDY
It is important that as participants you understand the terms: colonization and
decolonization. First, colonization is about dominance and rejecting one another while
decolonization is about sharing and acknowledging one another. Colonialism is the
exploitation of human and non-human worlds to build wealth and privilege for colonizers
(Miglono, 2003). That is, the European colonizers dominate people and regions around
the world with European thought and classify peoples and regions as underdeveloped
economically and mentally (Zembylas, 2017).
However, decolonization is the questioning of how European thought, knowledge, and
power structures dominate present societies, and how that thought, knowledge, and power
have constantly undermined the lives of colonized people and heightened or enforced
their exploitation (Brayboy, 2006). Decolonization is about undoing everything
colonized.
Moreover, decolonizing education is one of the decolonizing projects. Our education
system needs to reflect our multilingual and multicultural world. Therefore, this research
study focuses on decolonizing our education system by exploring mother tongue (MT) as
an agent of decolonizing education in a colonized world, most especially, in Nigeria, my
country of birth.
Below is a description of the research procedures and an explanation of your rights as a
research participant. You should read this information carefully. If you agree to
participate, you will sign in the space provided to indicate that you have read and
understand the information on this consent form.
You are entitled to and will receive a copy of this form. You have been asked to
participate in a research study entitled Decolonizing Education: Using Mother Tongues
and English Side by Side in Nigeria conducted by Omobola Wusu, a doctoral student in
the International and Multicultural Education Department at the University of San
Francisco. The faculty supervisor for this study is Dr. Nicola McClung, Professor of
Learning and Instruction Department at the School of Education, University of San
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Francisco.
WHAT THE STUDY IS ABOUT: The purpose of this survey research is to investigate
how adult Nigerians around the world, reflect on their past experiences with language
instruction in school, particularly regarding the use of their Mother Tongue.
WHAT WE WILL ASK YOU TO DO: During this study, the following will happen:
You will complete an online survey questionnaire. The cover letter of the survey has a
copy of this consent form explaining the purpose of the study and how your participation
is voluntary. On the cover letter, if you consent to participate and choose “Yes”, you will
continue to the survey but if you choose “No”, you will exit from the survey. The
questionnaire has 22 questions, 17 are quantitative and five are qualitative open-ended
questions. It will take approximately 20 to 30 minutes to complete. It is important to
answer the survey questions honestly, fully, and without rushing. Your answer to the
questions will be anonymous. That is, no personal or identifying information will be
collected. The information from this survey will be seen only by me and the chair of my
dissertation committee.
DURATION AND LOCATION OF THE STUDY: Your participation in this study will
involve a total time of about 30 minutes. The study will take place online at your own
time and convenience using any of your devices that can be connected online to access
the web such as cell phones, iPad, laptops, and desktop computers.
POTENTIAL RISKS AND DISCOMFORTS: We do not anticipate any specific risks or
discomforts to you from participating in this research. However, if you feel discomfort or
emotional disturbance as a result of responding to the survey questions, please contact the
principal investigator Omobola Wusu at 650-391-6028 or owusu@dons.usfca.edu to be
provided with referrals to low-cost counseling options, and/or one free consultation with
licensed psychotherapist at https://www.betterhelp.com/. Please, contact me and I will
provide you with more detailed explanation or you may choose to withdraw your consent
and discontinue your participation at any time during the study without penalty.
BENEFITS: Your responses will provide valuable representation of the Nigerian
community and diaspora in educational research. This study will help raise awareness
about value of multilingualism (Mother Tongue, English, and other languages) in homes,
schools, and polities (political entities), which benefits both Nigerian society and
contributes to the larger context of multicultural and multilingual education.
PRIVACY/CONFIDENTIALITY: Because you will not be providing any information
that can uniquely identify you (such as your name or social security number), the data
you provide will be anonymous.
COMPENSATION/PAYMENT FOR PARTICIPATION: There is no payment or other
form of compensation for your participation in this study.
VOLUNTARY NATURE OF THE STUDY: Your participation is voluntary, and you
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may refuse to participate without penalty or loss of benefits. Furthermore, you may
discontinue your participation at any time. In addition, the researcher has the right to
withdraw you from participation in the study at any time.
OFFER TO ANSWER QUESTIONS: Please ask any questions you have now. If you
have questions later or would like to be debriefed about this research, please contact the
principal investigator: Omobola Wusu at 650-391-6028 or owusu@dons.usfca.edu. If
you have questions or concerns about your rights as a participant in this study, you may
contact the University of San Francisco Institutional Review Board at
IRBPHS@usfca.edu.

I HAVE READ THE ABOVE INFORMATION. ANY QUESTIONS I HAVE ASKED
HAVE BEEN ANSWERED.

o YES, I AGREE TO PARTICIPATE IN THIS RESEARCH PROJECT:
CONTINUE to the survey.

o NO, I AGREE TO PARTICIPATE IN THIS RESEARCH PROJECT: EXIT from
the survey.

End of Block: Consent
Start of Block: Background Information
What is your mother tongue? (Check all that apply)

▢
▢
▢
▢

Hausa
Igbo
Yoruba
Other ________________________________________________
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What country do you live in?

o U.S.
o Nigeria
o England
o France
o Other ________________________________________________
What city do you live in?
________________________________________________________________

Where do/did you study?
Nigeria
Primary
education
Secondary
education
Tertiary
education

o
o
o

England

France

o
o
o

o
o
o
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U.S.

o
o
o

Other

o
o
o
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What age range are you?

o 7 - 17 years old
o 18 - 30 years old
o 31 - 50 years old
o 51 - 70 years old
o 71 and above
What is your gender?

o Male
o Female
o Other ________________________________________________
What is your highest level of formal education?

o High school
o Some college
o College
o Master's degree or equivalent
o Doctoral degree
o other ________________________________________________
End of Block: Background Information
Start of Block: MT Experience
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How often do you speak your MT?

o Daily
o Weekly
o Monthly
o Yearly
o Never
To what extent do you agree with the statements below?
strongly
Disagree
disagree

Agree

strongly agree

I am fluent in
speaking my
MT.

o

o

o

o

I understand
when other
people speak
my MT.

o

o

o

o

o
o

o
o

o
o

o
o

I can read in my
MT.
I can write in
my MT.
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What was your highest level of MT education?

o None
o Preschool
o Primary school
o Secondary school
o Tertiary school
o Other ________________________________________________
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With whom do/did you speak your MT?
Yes
Spouse
Parents
Aunts and uncles
Children
Friends
Siblings
People at social gatherings
People at religious
gatherings
Teachers
Deceased relatives
Other

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

No

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

In your own words, describe anything else you would like to add about your experience
using your MT.
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
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________________________________________________________________
End of Block: MT Experience
Start of Block: Language Ideologies
What messages did you receive about your MT in school?
strongly
Disagree
disagree

Agree

strongly agree

My MT was an
inferior, low
status, and
informal
language

o

o

o

o

My MT was a
valuable,
important
language of
culture

o

o

o

o

My MT had
higher status
than English

o

o

o

o

My MT was
considered as
important as
English

o

o

o

o

English had
higher status
than my MT

o

o

o

o
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Were you punished for speaking your MT in school?

o Yes, it was forbidden, and I was punished
o Yes, it was forbidden, and I was punished, and I was beaten
o No, I was not punished nor beaten
o Other ________________________________________________
In your own words, expand on your responses above related to the messages you received
in school about the value of your MT?
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
End of Block: Language Ideologies
Start of Block: De/colonized MT identities
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To what extent do you agree with the statements below?
strongly
Disagree
disagree

Agree

strongly agree

I am proud of
my MT.

o

o

o

o

My MT is an
important part of
my Nigerian
heritage and
identity.

o

o

o

o

My MT
uniquely
enhances my
understanding of
the world (e.g.,
the way I think,
the way I learn,
my relationships
with others)

o

o

o

o

In your own words, how does your MT relate to your identity?
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
End of Block: De/colonized MT identities
Start of Block: Perspectives on Mother Tongue Education (MTE)
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At what levels should students have bilingual education in English and their mother
tongue (MT) or the language of their local environment?

o Preschool
o Preschool through primary school
o Preschool through secondary school
o Preschool through university/tertiary institutions
o Students should NOT be educated in MT but should be educated in ENGLISH
ONLY

At what levels should students have multilingual education (MLE) (i.e., learning the
other two or three Nigerian major languages as subjects and/or one other foreign
language such as Arabic or French)?

o Preschool
o Preschool through primary school
o Preschool through secondary school
o Preschool through university/tertiary institutions
o Students should NOT be educated in MT but should be educated in ENGLISH
ONLY
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Which statement do you most agree with related to teaching Nigerian languages in
school?

o Yes, teaching Nigerian languages would preserve culture and languages
o No, Nigerian languages shouldn't be taught because they have no economic value
o Yes, they should be taught because...
________________________________________________

o No, they should not be taught because...

________________________________________________

What language should schools use:
MT only

English only

English and
MT

English and the
local language

to teach about
Nigerian
cultural
heritage?

o

o

o

o

for school
resources
(books,
computer
programs, signs,
etc.) in
Nigerian
schools?

o

o

o

o

for school
assemblies and
other events?

o

o

o

o

Why do you think Nigerian languages should (or should not) be mediums of instruction
along with English for all subjects in Nigerian schools?
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
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________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
End of Block: Perspectives on Mother Tongue Education (MTE)
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Appendix C
CITI Program Diploma

Completion Date 17-Oct-2021
Expiration Date 16-Oct-2024
Record ID
45649007

This is to certify that:

Omobola Wusu
Has completed the following CITI Program course:

Not valid for renewal of certification
through CME.

Human Subjects Research (HSR)
(Curriculum Group)

Human Subjects Research (HSR)
(Course Learner Group)

1 - Basic Course
(Stage)

Under requirements set by:
University of San Francisco

Verify at www.citiprogram.org/verify/?wb3bb299e-97c9-4f4c-a1be-e7d4678b8808-45649007
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Appendix D
IRBPHS Approval Notice
University of San Francisco’s Institutional Review Board for the protection of Human
Subjects (IRBPHS)
Attachments:
• Expedited Review Approved by Chair - IRB ID: 1660.pdf

IRBPHS - Approval Notification
To: Omobola Wusu
From: Dr. Richard Greggory Johnson III, IRB Chair
Subject: Protocol #1660
Date: 03/08/2022
The Institutional Review Board for the Protection of Human Subjects (IRBPHS) at the University of San Francisco (USF) has
reviewed your request for human subjects approval regarding your study.
Your research (IRB Protocol #1660) with the project title Decolonizing Education: Using Mother Tongue and English side by
side in
Nigeria has been approved by the IRB Chair under the rules for expedited review on 03/08/2022.
Any modifications, adverse reactions or complications must be reported using a modification application to the IRBPHS
within ten (10) working days.
If you have any questions, please contact the IRBPHS via email at IRBPHS@usfca.edu. Please include the Protocol number
assigned to your application in your correspondence.
On behalf of the IRBPHS committee, I wish you much success in your research.
Sincerely,
Dr. Richard Greggory Johnson III
Professor & Chair, Institutional Review Board for the Protection of Human Subjects
University of San Francisco
irbphs@usfca.edu
IRBPHS Website
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Appendix E

Consent Form Appropriate for Adults

CONSENT TO PARTICIPATE IN A RESEARCH STUDY
It is important that as participants you understand the terms: colonization and
decolonization. First, colonization is about dominance and rejecting one another while
decolonization is about sharing and acknowledging one another. Colonialism is the
exploitation of human and non-human worlds to build wealth and privilege for colonizers
(Miglono, 2003). That is, the European colonizers dominate people and regions around
the world with European thought and classify peoples and regions as underdeveloped
economically and mentally (Zembylas, 2017).
However, decolonization is the questioning of how European thought, knowledge, and
power structures dominate present societies, and how that thought, knowledge, and power
have constantly undermined the lives of colonized people and heightened or enforced
their exploitation (Brayboy, 2006). Decolonization is about undoing everything
colonized.
Moreover, decolonizing education is one of the decolonizing projects. Our education
system needs to reflect our multilingual and multicultural world. Therefore, this research
study focuses on decolonizing our education system by exploring mother tongue (MT) as
an agent of decolonizing education in a colonized world, most especially, in Nigeria, my
country of birth.
Below is a description of the research procedures and an explanation of your rights as a
research participant. You should read this information carefully. If you agree to
participate, you will sign in the space provided to indicate that you have read and
understand the information on this consent form. You are entitled to and will receive a
copy of this form.
You have been asked to participate in a research study entitled Decolonizing Education:
Using Mother Tongues and English Side by Side in Nigeria conducted by Omobola
Wusu, a graduate student in the International and Multicultural Education Department at
the University of San Francisco. The faculty supervisor for this study is Dr. Nicola
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McClung, Professor of Learning and Instruction Department at the School of Education,
University of San Francisco.
WHAT THE STUDY IS ABOUT:
The purpose of this survey research is to investigate how adult Nigerians around the
world reflect on their past experiences with language ideologies in school, regarding
English and their Mother Tongue. Also, the study aims to raise the awareness of
egalitarian multilingualism, a form of bilingualism which allows for the co-existence of
English and all the indigenous languages of Nigeria as mediums of instruction.
WHAT WE WILL ASK YOU TO DO:
During this study, the following will happen:
1. You will complete an online survey questionnaire.
2. The cover letter of the survey has a copy of this consent form explaining the
purpose of the study and how your participation is voluntary.
3. On the cover letter, if you consent to participate and choose “Yes”, you will
continue to the survey but if you choose “No”, you will exit from the survey.
4. The questionnaire has 22 questions, 17 are quantitative and five are qualitative
open-ended questions.
5. It will take approximately 20 to 30 minutes to complete.
6. It is important to answer the survey questions honestly, fully, and without rushing.
7. Your answer to the questions will be anonymous. That is, no personal or
identifying information will be collected.
8. The information from this survey will be seen only by me and the chair of my
dissertation committee.
DURATION AND LOCATION OF THE STUDY:
Your participation in this study will involve a total time of about 30 minutes. The study
will take place online at your own time and convenience using any of your devices that
can be connected online to access the web such as cell phones, iPad, laptops, and desktop
computers.
POTENTIAL RISKS AND DISCOMFORTS:
We do not anticipate any specific risks or discomforts to you from participating in this
research. However, if you feel discomfort or emotional disturbance as a result of
responding to the survey questions, please contact the principal investigator Omobola
Wusu at 650-391-6028 or owusu@dons.usfca.edu to be provided with referrals to lowcost counseling options, and/or one free consultation with licensed psychotherapist at
https://www.betterhelp.com/. Please, contact me and I will provide you with more
detailed explanation or you may choose to withdraw your consent and discontinue your
participation at any time during the study without penalty.
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BENEFITS:
Your responses will provide valuable representation of the Nigerian community and
diaspora in educational research. This study will help raise awareness about value of
multilingualism (Mother Tongue, English, and other languages) in homes, schools, and
polities (political entities), which benefits both Nigerian society and contributes to the
larger context of multicultural and multilingual education.
PRIVACY/CONFIDENTIALITY:
Because you will not be providing any information that can uniquely identify you (such
as your name or social security number), the data you provide will be anonymous.
COMPENSATION/PAYMENT FOR PARTICIPATION:
There is no payment or other form of compensation for your participation in this study.
VOLUNTARY NATURE OF THE STUDY:
Your participation is voluntary, and you may refuse to participate without penalty or loss
of benefits. Furthermore, you may discontinue your participation at any time. In
addition, the researcher has the right to withdraw you from participation in the study at
any time.
OFFER TO ANSWER QUESTIONS:
Please ask any questions you have now. If you have questions later or would like to be
debriefed about this research, please contact the principal investigator: Omobola Wusu at
650-391-6028 or owusu@dons.usfca.edu. If you have questions or concerns about your
rights as a participant in this study, you may contact the University of San Francisco
Institutional Review Board at IRBPHS@usfca.edu.
I HAVE READ THE ABOVE INFORMATION. ANY QUESTIONS I HAVE
ASKED HAVE BEEN ANSWERED. I AGREE TO PARTICIPATE IN THIS
RESEARCH PROJECT AND I WILL RECEIVE A COPY OF THIS CONSENT
FORM.

PARTICIPANT'S SIGNATURE

DATE
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